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“Consistent energy management by health clinic managers and
staff  is essential to ensure that their facilities have power when
they need it, so they can better serve their local communities.
Good energy management is not just about how to use an
energy system—it also encompasses the active role that the
facility manager and staff  can play in balancing the energy they
have available with the requirements of  the facility.  Successful
energy systems necessitate constant work on the part of  health
facility staff  to understand what their energy system can, and
cannot do, and to use their available energy wisely.  Failures to
understand, manage, and maintain energy within health clinics
have led to many broken, useless systems, which prevent health
workers from providing the services their communities so
desperately need.”

– RobeRt FReling, executive DiRectoR, SolaR electRic light FunD
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INTRODUCTION              1

INTRODUCTION
“Health and energy are interdependent factors.” – THE WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION

a
s a health clinic manager,

doctor, nurse, or technician,

the most important part of

your job is keeping patients healthy.

there are many things that you

depend on, including: 

• trained personnel

• Physical facilities

• medical equipment and

instruments 

• a supply chain system to ensure

consistent availability of drugs

and medications 

• effective staff management

• communications, data collection,

and outreach capabilities

each of these will benefit from

access to reliable energy

service! 

electricity keeps the clinic lights on.

it enables the vaccine refrigerator to

run, keeps blood supplies safe,

provides power to lab equipment,

and allows your staff to communicate via

phone or computer.   as your clinic

adds new programs and serves

larger populations, the demand for

electricity will rise.  these increases

in energy demand may be sudden,

such as during the preparation

period for a vaccination program; or

may happen gradually, for instance

when lighting and equipment are used

for longer periods of time each day

to serve growing numbers of patients.  

health facilities, particularly those

located in rural areas, typically lack

“grid power” and are forced to

generate their own electricity to

meet energy needs.  in contrast to

grid-connected facilities, when off-

grid sites increase their energy use

(which can result from both adding

new equipment and poor use of

existing equipment), the impacts can

be more severe than just paying

higher electricity bills.  if electricity

runs out, lives can be lost.  thus,

effective management of off-grid

energy systems needs to be given as

high a priority as management of

other vital medical systems at your

facilities (e.g., vaccines, sterilization,

and blood bank supplies).  

regardless of the off-grid energy

source—diesel/kerosene generator,

solar panels, wind, or hydropower—

the cost of electricity from on-site

generation systems tends to be

expensive.  careful management 

of energy consumption can help 

to minimize the risk of electric

shortages as well as capital

investments in energy equipment,

thereby reducing operating expenses.  

Powering Health: Energy Management

in Your Health Facility is a resource

for health professionals seeking to

make better use of limited energy

supplies.  the guide assumes your

health care facility already has

electricity access, but presumes that

more effective management of this

limited resource will improve your

ability to provide routine, quality

health services on demand.1 its

focus is on three areas:

• Why and how to implement

energy management in your

facility 

• forming an energy team, with

associated roles, responsibilities,

and tools for support

• the importance of energy-

efficient practices and equipment 

the primary audience for this 

guide is facility managers who must

ensure their facilities can supply

energy for health care delivery.  

the information provided here

should also help health care staff 

to perform their jobs more

effectively and can help guide

decision-makers—including

government ministries and

donors—to make informed choices

when supplying appliances and

equipment to health facilities that

require energy to operate.

1 this serves as a companion document 

to Powering Health: Electrification Options 

for Rural Health Centers, which assists facilities 

that do not have power in the design of 

energy systems to meet their needs

(http://pdf.usaid.gov/pdf_docs/PnadJ557.Pdf)
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A STEPWISE APPROACH TO 
ENERGY MANAGEMENT

what iS eneRgy

management? 

energy is a necessary resource 

for all health care facilities, 

whether a large health clinic with

electronic and diagnostic equipment

or a small rural health post.  energy

management enables health facilities

to realize more benefit per unit of

electricity.  managing energy is

similar to managing money—you

want to make sure the money you

have now is enough to purchase the

food you will eat today, as well as to

pay your child’s school fees at the

end of the month.  in the same 

way, you want to make sure you

have enough energy to power 

your facility today, while ensuring

sufficient energy to operate your

facility tomorrow and the next day.

This takes careful planning.  

energy management is as much

about human behavior and

management as it is about

technology.  the actions of your 

staff will have a major impact on 

the amount of energy your health

center consumes.  this manual will

help explain this critical relationship

and guide you in developing an

effective energy management

strategy for your facility.  

a lab technician performs blood tests

at a health clinic in haiti. all staff can

play a role in effective energy management. 
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why iS eneRgy management

impoRtant? 

energy management determines not

only how much electricity you have

available to run your facility, but also

how you use that power.  energy

management will help you to: 

• maximize the lifespan of energy

systems through proper

operation, use, and maintenance.  

• Keep energy costs as low as

possible so more money is

available for medicines and other

important medical necessities at

your facility.

• ensure that energy is available

whenever and wherever it is

needed.  

having reliable energy can save

patients’ lives.  as health care

services improve through new

equipment and practices, a 

reliable energy supply becomes

increasingly important.  

in many instances, energy 

equipment and supply decisions 

may occur outside the health care

facility.  for example, a national

government agency or donor may

provide a diesel or solar system to

meet the needs of a rural facility,

often without input from you or

your staff.  energy use and

management decisions, on the 

other hand, take place at the facility

level, and therefore the long-term

success of the energy system is one

of your responsibilities.  

this guide will help empower 

facility managers and staff so that

regardless of where energy supply

decisions are made, you will have

procedures in place to get the most

out of your energy system—and will

know how and where to obtain

assistance when necessary.
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a rural health clinic in ethiopia. Photo:  Walt ratterman

how iS eneRgy management

accompliSheD?

this manual lays out five basic steps

for effective energy management.

following these steps will help to

keep your energy system functioning

on a consistent basis, and even

prevent system failure and theft.  

additionally, this guide contains

practical tools for energy

management, including energy usage

logs, training guidelines, and other

useful tips.  the tools are specially

designed for use by you and your

staff—typically non-energy

experts—and may be adapted to

meet the specific needs and

conditions of your health facility.  

further, to help you understand the

best ways to put these tools into

practice at your own health care

center, this guide uses a hypothetical

facility—the “sanitas clinic”—as an

example to explain the concepts

contained in each step.  the sanitas

clinic examples are found in boxes

throughout the document.

additional case studies illustrate

concepts found in each of the steps.

STEP 1: Identify and Prioritize
Your Facility’s Energy Needs

STEP 2 : Understand Your 
Energy System

STEP 3: Establish Your Energy
Management Team

STEP 4: Operate and Maintain
Your Energy System

STEP 5: Improve Energy Use

pleaSe note…

Before making changes or implementing

your energy management program,

seek assistance from an expert familiar

with the equipment and wiring in your

facility in order to develop the most

appropriate energy management

strategy.

this solar-powered vaccine refrigerator

installed by the world health organization

in port Salut, haiti, has worked well for

two years, thanks to proper energy

maintenance and management. 
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EXAMPLE SCENARIO

THE SANITAS CLINIC
throughout this guide, the sanitas clinic will serve as a hypothetical case study or example to demonstrate typical

energy usage at a rural health facility.  the intent is to provide examples of a good energy management plan,

suggestions for efficiency improvements, and the types of energy challenges that you may encounter as you follow

steps 1–5 in this guide.

the sanitas clinic is located in a tropical climate in a rural area, about 40 kilometers from the nearest town.  the

clinic has the following equipment that requires energy: indoor and outdoor lighting, a vaccine refrigerator/freezer, a

radio/cassette player, a laptop for record-keeping, an all-purpose microscope, laboratory equipment for blood typing

and screening, and a small blood bank refrigerator.  staff quarters have lighting and one outlet for phone charging or

radio use.  the clinic needs heat only for sterilization of equipment.  staff meals are cooked using an improved

charcoal cook stove.  Water is supplied from the community hand pump located nearby.  the clinic has a waste

incinerator built of bricks that uses firewood.  

the clinic gets its electricity from a solar system that consists of solar panels mounted on the clinic roof; a battery

bank of sealed batteries; and a charge controller and inverter (these components are described in step 2).  the

vaccine refrigerator has its own dedicated solar panel and battery.  the nearby staff quarters receive energy from a

line that comes from the clinic building.  the clinic also has a small generator provided by the ministry of health that

is used only as back-up power during emergencies, due to the high cost of diesel fuel.  the clinic is run by a head

nurse and ten other staff members, including four nursing assistants who cover 12-hour shifts, two midwives, a social

worker, a technician who administers vaccines, a security guard, and an office manager.  the medical staff sees about

50 patients per day.

the SanitaS RuRal health clinic (Hypothetical)

Solar power system to

charge batteries for

vaccine refrigerator

Diesel generator as

needed – for both clinic

and living quarters

EXAM

ROOM #2
OPERATING ROOM STORAGE

AREA

EXAM

ROOM #1

DELIVERY

ROOM

LAB & MEDICAL

EQUIPMENT ROOM

WAITING

AREA

ENTRANCE

Representative power-consuming equipment – lighting, refrigerator, radio, laptop, microscope,

lab equipment, etc.
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STEP 1

IDENTIFY AND PRIORITIZE YOUR
FACILITY’S ENERGY NEEDS

understanding the ways in which

energy is used in your facility is the

first step in creating an energy

management plan.  effective energy

management will make the energy

available to your facility last longer,

which saves energy and reduces costs.  

figuring out your energy needs will

require you to do the following: 

• determine your current energy

load, or total consumption for all

appliances or devices, as well as

for the facility overall.

• Prioritize energy loads, including

identifying those that are

“critical” to the operation of 

the facility.  

• estimate future energy

requirements.

DeteRmine youR eneRgy

loaD

in order to manage energy use, it

will be necessary to determine the

amount of electricity consumed by

the appliances/devices at your

facility—a calculation frequently

referred to as the “energy load.”  this

information should be obtained from

the original energy system designer.

if this is not possible, the following

activities should be undertaken to

estimate your energy load.  

• make a list of all appliances/

devices that use power in

the facility.  include energy-

dependent appliances and

lighting in medical rooms, office

space, staff quarters, areas

around the perimeter of the

facility, etc.  this should also

include any appliances/devices in

use by facility staff for non-

medical purposes, such as radios,

irons, and cell phone chargers.

everything that uses electricity

should be considered.  

• identify how much power

each appliance consumes.  

a label should be located on the

appliance or device that identifies

the amount of power it uses,

typically provided in watts.  the

label may be printed directly on

the device, or it may be located

on the power adapter that

connects the device to a power

outlet on a wall or to a surge

protector.  if this information is

not readily available, consult the

operating manual that came with

the device.  appendix a includes

a list of equipment commonly

used in many health care

facilities, with estimated energy

consumption levels of each

appliance or device.  

• estimate how many hours

each piece of equipment is

used every day.  Provide your

best estimate of how many

hours per day energy-consuming

equipment is used.  

• calculate the total energy

load of the facility each day.

to measure total electricity

consumption, multiply the

wattage for each appliance or

device by the number of hours

that it is used each day.  this

calculation will give you a

number measured in watt hours

per day.  

as an example, table 1

demonstrates how the daily

energy consumption levels in

watts per day (column e) are

derived for eight compact

fluorescent light bulbs (multiply

columns B, c, and d).  
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table 1  

calculating eneRgy loaD FoR compact FluoReScent lampS (cFlS)

a b c D e
(multiply columns bxcxD)

energy-consuming # of Devices power consumption hours used energy consumed

Device Device (watts) per Day per Day (watt hours)

Compact fluorescent 8 18 8 1,152 watt hours 
light (CFL) bulbs (= 8x18x8) or 

1.2 kilowatt hours

Do this calculation for all electricity-consuming appliances/devices in the facility, and add up the total number of  watt hours used by all to determine the
overall energy usage, or system load per day.  A blank template for use in calculating the energy consumption at your facility can be found in Appendix A and
online at http://tools.poweringhealth.org/.  Though this calculation will not give an exact load estimate for your facility, it provides a good start and can be
modified as better information becomes available.  The Sanitas Clinic example at the end of  this chapter illustrates this process in more detail.  

pRioRitize loaDS

each health clinic will have a mixture

of critical and less-critical loads.

descriptions of key load categories

are provided below.  

• critical load: critical loads are

those appliances or energy-

consuming facility services that

must be running at all times.

interruption or loss of power for

critical loads can endanger

patient’s lives.  for most rural or

off-grid health facilities, the most

critical load will be a vaccine

refrigerator, which might also

store blood and other

medications.  appendix B has

information on the pros and

cons of various refrigerators for

meeting vaccine and other health

care needs.

ideally, critical loads are

protected by a dedicated power

supply.  this refers to a single

source of energy—such as a

diesel generator or a battery

bank—that is dedicated or used

for only one critical load (e.g., all

operating room equipment) or

one piece of critical equipment

(e.g., vaccine refrigerator).  in

these cases, the operating room

or vaccine refrigerator would be

wired directly to the generator

or solar power system—ensuring

that the critical equipment

receives a reliable source of

power at all times.

• important load: refers to

appliances/devices that are

important as power is available.

for example, when a patient

comes to a clinic during the

evening for emergency surgery,

lighting is vital to perform the

task.  While it is not impossible

to perform surgery by

candlelight or a lantern,  having

electric lighting available clearly

would be the preferred option.

other important loads include

computers, printers, and radios.

• non-critical load:  refers to

appliances/devices that are

helpful but not essential.  this

could include a fan to make a

patient more comfortable on

a hot evening, or an iron to

press staff uniforms or bedding.

off-duty staff needs or personal

use of equipment, such as

computers, are also non-critical

load.  non-critical equipment

should only be used if there is

extra power after critical and

important equipment have been

accounted for in the energy mix.

facility management and staff will

need to determine which loads are

critical for meeting their needs and
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ensure that these priorities receive

the energy required.  Prioritization

of other loads in terms of essential

and non-critical will also need to be

conducted so staff members

explicitly understand how to

allocate energy supplies in the event

of a power shortage.  

eneRgy management

FoR cRitical loaDS

even though critical energy loads may

have their own dedicated power

source, effective energy management is

still necessary—as it is for all

electricity-consuming appliances.  for

example, each time you open the

vaccine refrigerator to take out an ice

pack, you likely will make the

refrigerator consume more energy to

maintain the desired temperature.  By

planning in advance, you can reduce

the number of times the refrigerator is

opened and therefore minimize its

energy consumption.  

eStimate FutuRe

RequiRementS

When assessing energy loads, it will

be important to include information

about appliances and devices that

will be added to the health facility in

the near future (e.g., 12-18 months).

this should include appliances that

your facility plans to purchase

directly, or is scheduled to receive

from other sources such as a

government agency or donor

organization.  for each appliance/

device it will be necessary to

estimate expected energy usage—

both watts and estimated hours to

be used per day—as you did to

calculate the current energy load.

appendix a includes a section on

estimating energy requirements for

future appliances.

this information will be useful in

determining whether there is

sufficient power available for the

new equipment, given present loads.

if not, some appliance operations

will need to be curtailed or halted

altogether, new power generation

equipment added, or the installation

of the new appliance will need to be

deferred until additional energy

system capacity is available.  

Step 1 taSkS: 

Document facility energy
needs, establish critical
loads, and identify
additional energy
requirements for the
near future.

Determining the critical load as part of a training session in haiti.
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SANITAS CLINIC 

the StaFF meaSuReS theiR eneRgy uSe 

the sanitas head nurse and two nursing assistants make a list of all the equipment that uses energy in their facility and staff

quarters, and try to find out how much power each piece of equipment consumes.   in some cases, they find the power

consumption listed on a label on the bottom or side of the device; in other cases, they have to make a few phone calls.   the

district health office is able to give them some information; the service provider who installed their solar power system is also

helpful at estimating how much energy certain types of equipment will consume.   finally, the staff sits down and estimates

how many hours each piece of equipment is used per day.   they put all of this information into a table.   to get the total

energy consumed at the clinic each day (column e), they multiply columns B, c and d.   the staff also prioritizes the

importance of various appliances according to critical, important, and non-critical facility needs.  

a b c D e
(Multiply B x C x D) 

energy- # of Devices power hours used energy consumed Device 

consuming Device consumption per Day per Day (watt priority

(watts) hours)

Blood bank refrigerator 1 70 24 1,680 Important

Blood chemistry 1 50 2 100 Important
analyzer

CFL bulbs, clinic 8 18 
(indoor lights) 

8 1,152 Important

CFL bulbs, staff 5 18 4 360 Non-Critical
quarters (indoor lights) 

CFL bulbs (outdoor 4 26 8 832 Important
lights) 

Clothes iron for 1 1,000 1 1,000 Non-Critical
bedding, sheets, towels,
clothes, etc.  

Examination lamp 1 18 
(CFL) 

4 72 Important

Laptop computer 1 35 8 280 Important

Microscope 1 30 3 90 Important

Operating table lights 2 100 3 600 Important

Phone charger 1 20 6 120 Non-Critical

Radio/cassette player 1 60 18 1,080 Non-Critical

vaccine
1 60

refrigerator/freezer 
24 1,440 critical

total loaD (in watt hours consumed per day) 8,806 

or 8.8 kwh

Future Loads

Electronic centrifuge
1 575machine

2 1,150 Important

F
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STEP 2

UNDERSTAND YOUR ENERGY SYSTEM

in developing and implementing a

successful energy management

program it is important to

understand the nature of the 

energy system that is currently

powering your facility and the

“capacity,” or total potential power,

of the system.  understanding the

total amount of power available to

you, and coupling this with the

power needs of your facility as

determined in step 1, enables you

to manage your energy supplies

more effectively to meet demand.  

how Do you get youR

poweR?

your energy system will generally fall

into one of three categories.

1. grid-connected electricity

that is provided by the national

power grid or a regional grid, and

is normally operated by an

electric utility company.  this will

typically be the least expensive

of the energy options if it is

available.  however, the power

can still be expensive for your

health facility.  

ideally, where a national or

regional grid connection is

available, your facility should be

able to obtain the amount of

electricity it needs for daily

operations.  as your energy

demand increases, the utility

should be able to meet your

needs.  in many countries,

however, the local electricity 

grid can have power shortages,

blackouts, and brownouts, 

making your energy supply

unreliable.  in these instances, a

back-up power generation or

storage source such as a diesel

generator and/or a renewable

energy-based system may have

been obtained for your facility.

this back-up power source

provides more limited power

supply than does the grid, but

can be invaluable during times

when the grid is “down.”  the

disadvantage is that diesel 

fuel to power the back-up

generator can be costly and

difficult to obtain.

2. partial-grid electricity,

whereby the facility is connected 

to a local power producer or a

locally operated grid.  this power

can also have reliability issues,

and may therefore require a

back-up energy system.

3. no grid, or off-grid power,

where your facility utilizes 

on-site power generation.  

for smaller off-grid health

facilities with relatively low load

requirements, a solar power

system that is properly designed

and maintained often provides

the most economical source of

power.  for larger facilities, a

diesel generator, generator 

with battery, or hybrid system

(e.g., a system that uses a

combination of diesel generator,

photovoltaic array, and batteries)

are the preferred options.  

these systems are designed 

to provide a limited, specific

amount of power and require

facility staff to monitor their

energy usage closely so they do

not use more energy than the

system can produce.  
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a brief description of typical 

on-site  energy systems that can

service rural health clinics is

provided in table 2.  in general, 

this guide focuses on option 3

above—rural or off-grid health

facilities that are required to

generate their own electricity to

provide energy for lighting, critical

medical equipment, refrigeration,

office and communications

functions, and other purposes.

however, much of the information

in this manual also applies to

facilities connected to a grid,

particularly in cases where battery

back-up or uninterruptible power

supply (uPs) systems are used 

to provide electricity in times 

of blackouts.

DeteRmining the amount 

oF poweR available to 

youR Facility

to determine your energy supply,

the first point of contact would be

the facility engineer or maintenance

person who oversees the system, 

if one exists.  alternately, you 

should contact the system supplier

who installed the system or the

energy service provider you work

with.  if none of these attempts 

are successful, the following

descriptions will help you estimate

the supply yourself.  

for diesel and renewable energy

systems, power ratings are typically

found on the energy-producing

equipment.  this information also

will be available in the operating

manuals that should have been

provided when the equipment was 

table 2

bRieF oveRview oF on-Site eneRgy SyStemS 

photovoltaicS (pv): PV panels convert sunlight directly into direct current
electricity.  PV panels, having no moving parts, are highly reliable, long lived, and
require little maintenance.  In addition, PV panels are highly modular.  It is easy to
assemble PV panels into an array that can meet any given size load.  The main
disadvantage of  PV is that it has a relatively high capital cost up front— though these
costs are rapidly declining.  Despite the high initial costs, especially for small systems,
PV is often a cost-effective option as it does not require expensive fuel for operation.

winD:Wind turbines convert the energy of  moving air into useful mechanical or
electrical energy.  Wind turbines need somewhat more maintenance than a PV array,
but with moderate winds (greater than 4.5 meters per second) will often produce
more energy than a similarly priced array of  PV panels.  Like PV panels, multiple wind
turbines can be used together to produce more energy.  Wind turbine energy
production tends to be highly variable; therefore wind turbines are often best
combined with PV panels or a generator to ensure energy production during times of
low wind speeds.  

hyDRo: Hydropower systems use the energy in flowing water to produce
electricity or mechanical energy.  Although there are several ways to harness the
moving water to produce energy, run-of-the-river systems, which do not require
large storage reservoirs, are often used for micro-hydro, and sometimes for small-
scale hydro projects.  Small hydropower projects offer emissions-free power
solutions for many remote communities throughout the world.  In Haiti, for example,
localized hydropower systems are being considered for on-site power generation at
health care facilities to augment or replace poor quality grid or diesel generator
power.

DieSel- oR gaSoline-poweReD geneRatoR: Generators consist of  an
engine driving an electric generator.  Generators run on a variety of  fuels, including
diesel, gasoline, propane and bio-fuel.  Generators have the advantage of  providing
power on demand.  Compared to wind turbines and PV panels, generators have low
capital costs but high operating costs.

pRopane/keRoSene:Many rural health clinics in developing areas are without
electrical power.  In a variety of  cases, propane-fueled refrigerators are used to
provide vaccine preservation; more widely used kerosene-fueled refrigerators are
also available but do not provide adequate vaccine preservation.  (See Appendix B)

batteRieS: Batteries are used to store energy that is used as direct current (DC),
but can be converted to alternating current (AC) using an inverter.  Batteries are an
essential component of  nearly all off-grid solar and wind systems, can provide power
for critical loads during blackouts at grid-connected facilities, and can help reduce the
operations cost of  diesel generator-powered facilities.  

hybRiD SyStemS: Hybrid systems integrate two or more energy sources to help
satisfy a facility’s power needs.  A hybrid energy system can consist of  two or more
renewable energy sources (e.g., PV and wind) used together to provide increased
system efficiency as well as greater balance in energy supply.  Alternatively, diesel
generators can be combined with renewable energy equipment to ensure greater
reliability of  power supply.  Examples of  hybrid systems include wind/PV,
wind/diesel, wind/PV/diesel, and PV/diesel/battery system.
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delivered and installed.  the power

rating tells you the equipment’s

electricity generating capacity.  you

can calculate the amount of energy

that the equipment produces in a

day by multiplying the capacity by

the number of hours that the

equipment generates electricity, as

shown in the examples below.

for diesel engine generators, power

ratings are provided in kilovolt-

amperes (kVa).  you can convert the

kVa rating into kilowatts by

multiplying the kVa by the

generator’s power factor (generally

estimated at 0.8) to get the

comparable kilowatt rating.  for

example a 3 kVa diesel generator

with a power factor of 0.8 = 3 x 0.8

or 2.4 kilowatts.  if the generator

runs for three hours per day, then it

produces 7.2 kilowatt-hours per day

(2.4 x 3).  if your facility uses a diesel

generator, it will also be necessary

to know the amount of fuel your

generator needs to run (measured

in gallons or liters per hour).  

for renewable energy systems 

(e.g., solar, wind, hydropower),

equipment is typically rated in watts

or kilowatts.  for example, if a facility

has five PV panels, each rated at 100

watts, then the PV capacity would

be 500 watts (100 x 5) or 0.5

kilowatts.  if the facility usually gets

full sunlight for about four hours per

day, then that system produces a

maximum of 2,000 watt-hours per

day (500 x 4), or 2.0 kilowatt-hours

per day.

to enhance renewable energy

system availability, batteries often are

added to store energy produced

and make it available when the

renewable energy resource is not

available, e.g., when the sun is not

shining or wind is not blowing.  the

storage capacity of batteries is

typically provided in amp hours

(ah).  When multiplied by the

battery’s nominal voltage (e.g., two,

six, or twelve volts), this gives the

storage capacity of the battery in

kilowatt-hours.  for example, a 200

ah, 12 V battery can store up to

2,400 watt-hours, or 2.4 kilowatt-

hours of energy.  

compaRing eneRgy Supply

anD DemanD

regardless of the energy source, the

limited power availability of off-grid

systems makes it critical for facility

management and staff to

understand their system constraints

and to plan accordingly.  if your

energy demand (calculated in step

1) is higher than what your system

can produce (calculated in step 2),

you will overload the system and

not have energy available when you

need it.  you also risk severely

damaging the energy system and

other equipment in your clinic.

By knowing the total amount of

power available, the power needs of

your facility, and the critical load

priorities, you should be able to

manage energy consumption more

effectively and obtain the power

needed to satisfy facility demand.  

this information will help to

prioritize limited energy resources,

to determine if there is any 

power left over for running 

existing appliances for longer

periods of time throughout the 

day, and whether the energy 

system has sufficient capacity to

handle new equipment.

if in this process you find that 

you do not have sufficient power

supply, a number of alternatives

exist.  these can include: load

shedding of non-critical equipment;

developing schedules for when 

you can and cannot use certain

appliances/devices; and, if the

shortages persist, installing additional

power generation.

Step 2 taSkS: 

Understand your energy
system’s capacity and
how it compares to your
facility’s energy demand. 
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How Long Will My Power Last?

Renewable energy resources such as the sun, the wind,
and the water are free—but not always available when they are
needed.   Facilities need to plan ahead for times when the
renewable energy resource(s) are not at full potential.  The
power produced by locally based renewable energy systems
depends in part on the capacity of  those systems to store and
then deliver energy later, as needed.  During times when the
renewable resources (the sun for PV and solar thermal, wind for
windpower, and running water for hydropower) are not available
for some period of  time (days or weeks), facility staff  will need
to know how much energy storage they have available, and 
how long their power will last.   Knowing this enables staff  to
prioritize and plan their consumption accordingly—to conserve
power and cut down on energy usage until the renewable
resource is able to recharge the system adequately.  Adding a
small diesel generator to renewable energy systems can be one
way to mitigate against prolonged periods when the renewable
generation source is not available.  

For diesel or gas generators, there can be interruptions 
in supply of  diesel due to budget constraints or delivery
challenges.  Facility staff  need to work in concert with their
maintenance staff  to predict when those occasions will occur, 
and use energy accordingly.  Each facility needs to do its own
calculations about how long its fuel will last.  This will depend on
the nature of  the power system, combined with the nature of
energy use.   

This is similar to asking how long it will take to use up a full tank of
gas in a car.  The answer depends on how large the car is and how
efficiently (or inefficiently) it utilizes fuel.   Also it depends on how
fast the car is being driven, the actual driving conditions, and if
there is a lot of  stopping and starting—or if  it is smooth highway
driving.   In the same way, the facility staff  should have a general
understanding about how much fuel their generator(s) can hold in
the tanks, how quickly (or slowly) the fuel is consumed, and how
much electricity the generator produces.  

SANITAS CLINIC 

managing eneRgy Supply 

as noted in the prior sanitas example, the clinic has a total load of 8,806 kilowatt-hours per day.  this includes 7,366

kWh/day to meet general energy needs, and 1,440 kWh/day for the clinic’s most critical load—the vaccine refrigerator.

sanitas currently operates two solar power systems:

• a dedicated solar panel and battery to meet the needs of the 1,440 kWh/day consumption level of the vaccine

refrigerator.

• the main solar power system, which provides the facility with 7,500 kWh/day to meet the bulk of the clinic’s

energy needs.  Because the demand estimate is 7,366 kWh/day, the clinic has a very small margin of error—in

other words, there is very little room for making mistakes in executing the energy management plan.  

With this energy system, the clinic cannot support any more energy usage than it currently consumes, so overloading

the system is a real concern.  for example, if the staff uses the radio/cassette player one day for 24 hours, or leaves

the laptop turned on overnight, the energy usage will exceed the system’s capacity to generate electricity.  this would

likely cause the batteries to discharge so deeply that the system will not work for several days (or even a full week)

until the batteries get charged again.     

recently, the district health office has contacted the head nurse to offer the clinic an electronic centrifuge machine to

replace its manual machine.  the electronic version requires 575 watts of power.  the head nurse now realizes the

clinic will not be able to add this machine at this time, unless non-critical appliance use is reduced, or new power

generation equipment is added to the site.  
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STEP 3

ESTABLISH YOUR ENERGY
MANAGEMENT TEAM

With knowledge of the facility’s

energy needs and supply availability,

the next step is to formulate an

energy team to establish and

implement sound energy

management practices.  this 

involves the following steps: 

• make a facility commitment to

manage energy use effectively.  

• form a dedicated energy team

to deliver results.  

• ensure the team has the training

and tools to do the job.  

• engage other groups outside the

facility that have a role to play in

ensuring success.  

make a Facility

commitment to manage

eneRgy uSe eFFectively

management of energy consumption

and energy systems is crucial to

ensure reliable access to adequate

power supply at health care 

facilities.  implementing an energy

management program requires

commitment by the highest 

ranking staff member on site who

should demonstrate leadership 

and show the staff that the energy

management plan has strong 

internal support.  ideally, the program

should also have the backing of

management at the national and

regional levels involved in setting

policies and programs on the

country’s health care facilities and

infrastructure support (e.g., the

minister of health or designate,

regional health program director,

etc.).  this will help to raise the

visibility of the facility’s energy

management program in the

country, establish a channel for

reporting progress, offer a model 

for other health care facilities in the

country and region, and potentially

assist in securing additional resources

for facility program expansion.  

FoRm youR eneRgy

management team 

sound energy management relies

first and foremost on people.

Without the correct people and

support systems in place, no

amount of energy services will

adequately address the facility’s

energy needs.  Building local capacity

at the facility level and among other

key stakeholders will be important

to the successful operation of facility

energy systems.

all of the health facility staff

members must be responsible 

for understanding the facility 

energy management plan, and for

contributing to its execution and

ultimate success.  the facility

manager should form an energy

management team to ensure that

the facility’s energy system meets

health care needs on a day-to-day

basis.  the number of team

members will vary depending 

on the facility’s size.  each energy

team member should understand 

his role and responsibilities, and be

empowered to perform her energy

management tasks.  these tasks 

will be a small part of their overall

work responsibilities as health 

care providers.  

at a minimum, the core team

should consist of the following: 

• Facility energy manager:
the facility energy manager plays

a critical role in the delivery of a

successful energy management

program.  this person may be

the officer in charge of the health

care facility, or a designate.  the

facility energy manager does 

not need to be an expert in

electrical or technical systems,

but should have a good working

knowledge of how the energy

system works, the facility’s

energy requirements, and where

to go for help.  the facility

manager should understand why

energy management is important

and how it can help the facility

achieve its goals and objectives

for health service delivery.  
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although energy management is

only one of the facility manager’s

many responsibilities, it is vital to

the facility’s ability to provide

health care services.  the

manager has the ultimate

authority to make decisions

regarding energy use in the

facility, and is responsible for

selecting energy team members

and assigning their roles.  

• Facility energy monitor:

the medical staff will be the

main users of the equipment and

so it is important that they are

represented on the management

team in a monitoring capacity.

the facility energy monitor

ensures that the needs of the

facility are met when energy

management and equipment

purchasing decisions are made.

this person is responsible for

keeping a record of how

equipment is being used, and

providing support and guidance

to other staff members when

they have energy-related

questions or concerns.  the

monitor posts signs and keeps

energy consumption logs, and

must have the authority to

disconnect equipment if it is

being used incorrectly, or for

unauthorized purposes.  the

facility energy monitor reports

directly to the facility manager

for energy-related

responsibilities.

• Facility energy technician:

the facility energy technician

understands how the energy

clinic staff review the energy system at a health facility in burundi.  
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system works, and has the

technical skills and knowledge to

perform routine operation and

maintenance tasks, including

minor repairs as necessary.  the

facility technician can identify

maintenance or repair tasks that

require a professional technician.

the technician is also responsible

for the system manuals, and for

keeping an inventory of spare

parts for the system.  the facility

energy technician reports to the

facility manager for energy-

related responsibilities.  

• external energy Service

providers: the external energy

service provider performs

periodic maintenance and repairs

that are beyond the technical

ability of the facility staff.  the

service provider should inspect

the energy system on an annual,

semi-annual, or quarterly basis

depending on the complexity of

the system.  these inspections

should involve facility staff and

include a meeting with staff to

discuss the energy system’s

operation.  the energy service

provider also must be available

to respond quickly to unplanned

service requests from the facility.

often, the energy service

provider may work through a

contract with the health facility

to perform these services.  

additionally, other members of your

core energy team may be added as

appropriate based on your facility

energy needs and situation.  table 3

provides an illustrative list of the

roles and responsibilities of various

members of the energy management

team.  in selecting these team

members it should be recognized

that their energy responsibilities are

likely to be a small part of the roles

they play in the facility.  once

systems are put in place to conduct

these activities, energy-related

matters should not account for a

major portion of their time.  
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table 3  

illuStRative RoleS anD ReSponSibilitieS oF the health Facility

eneRgy management team

Facility eneRgy 

manageR 
Example: facility director/
manager, head doctor or 
head nurse  

• Develop and enforce facility energy management practice guidelines

• Manage funds for system operation and maintenance

• Select energy team members

• Assign energy-related roles and responsibilities to energy team members and facility staff

• Ensure facility staff  have the skills and knowledge necessary to complete their energy-
related assignments

• Communicate with energy service providers for technical issues the staff  cannot address

• Communicate with higher-level management within the government or donor
organization about system needs and equipment efficiency

• Work with local communities to convey importance of  facility’s energy system 

• Use emergency shut-down procedures and meet safety requirements as needed

Facility eneRgy 

monitoR 
Example: nursing assistants,
vaccine administrators       

• Monitor energy use (record hours of  equipment used in an energy log) 

• Make sure that energy is used efficiently 

• Label outlets and ensure that equipment is used properly

• Inform facility staff  and patients about energy-related issues as appropriate 

• Work with facility energy manager to ensure that the staff  and local community realize
the value and benefits of  your clinic's energy system

Facility eneRgy 

technician 
Example: technical or logistical
person in charge of  equipment

• Develop energy system operation and maintenance plan

• Oversee operation and regular maintenance of  energy system 

• Keep records with system operation and maintenance logs

• Report operation and maintenance issues to management 

• Perform periodic equipment maintenance checks and tasks

• Protect the system and energy components (including light bulbs) from tampering or theft

• Use emergency shutdown procedures and meet safety requirements as needed 

all Facility 

StaFF

• Understand the facility energy management plan and contribute to plan implementation
(e.g., shutting off  lights and equipment when not in use)

• Contribute ideas for improving energy management in the facility

eneRgy 

engineeR

• Provide technical expertise and training to facility managers and staff

• Ensure equipment and service meet quality standards

• Collect and review system logs filled out by facility technician

• Perform periodic maintenance checks and service

• Respond to repair service requests

• Ensure that installed equipment meets design requirements
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tRain the Facility eneRgy

management team

managing your facility's energy 

use requires group involvement, 

and a sense of ownership and

responsibility by all facility staff

members.  all staff must understand

the role of energy in the facility's

ability to provide health care

services.  it is possible that staff

members do not have access to

modern energy resources at home,

which may tempt them to use the

facility's energy system for personal

use.  some staff members may not

have experience using electrical

appliances and not understand that

energy is a limited resource.  the

facility manager must work with the

health facility staff to change these

attitudes toward energy use so that

everyone at the facility understands

the importance and value of the

energy system.  in particular, they

must understand the system's

limitations.  the best way to

accomplish this goal is to engage 

the staff as active stakeholders in

managing the facility’s energy 

supply and its energy-consuming

equipment.  

a training program will help ensure

that staff members have the skills

and knowledge to manage and use

the energy system.  some of the key

elements of an effective energy

management training program are

listed below.  your energy service

provider is a good point of contact

to help design the program and

conduct the training.  typically, a

private sector provider will not

provide such training on its own

accord, so a concerted effort to

identify training funds may be

required.  additional information

sources are provided in the

references and resources section 

at the end of this document.  

different levels of training are

appropriate for different members

of the health care facility staff.  

these include:

• understanding the energy

system [for all staff] 

• recording energy use 

[for all staff ]

• operation and maintenance

training [for the facility energy

technician]

the facility energy manager should

participate in all of the energy-

related training, to the extent possible.

understanding the energy

System—basic training for all

Facility Staff

• Introduction to the energy system:
how the system produces and

stores energy, and its benefits

and limitations.  Why an

unlimited resource like the sun

becomes a limited resource

when used for heating water 

or creating electricity for use at

the clinic.

• Understanding equipment:
equipment energy consumption

and power ratings, and how this

compares to available energy

supply.  description of critical,

important, and non-critical loads

and how these have been

prioritized in your facility.  how

to use the energy system properly

and avoid misuse.

• Behavioral training: how staff

behavior impacts energy

production and use, and the

importance of energy efficiency

and energy conservation.  the

role of energy logs and

maintenance checklists and what

the labels mean on circuits and

plugs in your facilities.  Basic

wiring and labeling of energy-

using appliances and why this is

important.

planning FoR 

electRical loaDS

health care facility staff must

understand that if a room has been

wired with outlets specifically designed

for high-voltage equipment or critical

loads (such as in the lab in the diagram

on p. 4), these appliances cannot be

moved to another room with standard

outlets.  each piece of medical or

electrical equipment has specific

electrical requirements that must be

met for the system to operate safely

and effectively.  

in one facility in ethiopia, facility

directors reorganized their facilities

without taking electrical requirements

into account.  for example, a room

designed as a document storage area

with low electricity demand was

turned into a lab with high electricity

demand even though it lacked proper

wiring for the lab equipment.  the

facility staff improvised a wiring

solution that created an electrocution

and fire hazard.
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Recording energy use

• Energy monitoring: Proper

monitoring of facility energy

consumption, data recording, use

of energy logs, reporting

procedures, and other

administrative responsibilities.

• Equipment familiarization:
understanding of each piece 

of equipment and its energy

needs, identification of critical

equipment and its requirements;

and how to label plugs and

outlets.  

training courses should be

approximately 3-4 hours in length

and should be repeated yearly.

more details on specific tasks are

provided in steps 4 and 5.

technical training

• Operation and maintenance:
methods and procedures

necessary to prolong the life of

the energy system and reduce

energy use, wiring and its

importance, understanding the

difference between critical and

non-critical loads at the facility,

fail-safe measures that may have

been installed to protect the

energy system, procedures for

energy system shutdown, and

who to contact if there are

problems with the equipment 

or how it is being used.  also,

review of energy system

operation and maintenance

(o&m) manuals and user guides.  

• Theft prevention: activities that

can be undertaken to protect

the system and individual energy

components from tampering 

or theft.  

energy technician training sessions 

will generally be longer in length as

they cover more technical details.

depending on the technical skills

desired, technical training could

range from a day to several months.  

training materials can be found at

http://www.poweringhealth.org/

topics/ training/index.shtml 

engage outSiDe

oRganizationS anD

community membeRS in

youR eneRgy management

team

decisions that affect your facility’s

energy use are made every day by

people in many different health care

roles, and it is important that these

decisions be coordinated and

communicated.  figure a depicts a

sample energy management team

structure that includes the energy

facility and staff as well as external

players at the national, regional, and

other levels.  though every country,

and in some cases individual regions,

have their own unique characteristics

and requirements, this figure provides

a basic blueprint for the structure 

of an energy management team.

examples of key stakeholders who

are involved in some aspect of

facility policy, planning, and

implementation that will impact

energy decision-making (directly 

or indirectly) include: 

• Decision-makers at the central and
local government levels (e.g.,

ministry of health, regional

health program managers, etc.).

these entities are involved in

setting policies related to a

country’s health facilities and

infrastructure support, making

purchasing decisions that affect

system design and operation

budgets, approving design

proposals and operation plans,

establishing and enforcing

policies and standards for

equipment maintenance and

efficiency measures, managing

communications with technical

consultants and funding

institutions, and providing

consistency when staffing

changes occur.

• Representatives of  international
donor agencies.  these

organizations, including bilateral

aid agencies, multilateral

organizations (e.g., World Bank,

regional development banks, 

un agencies, etc.), ngos, and

others, can make purchasing or

technology decisions, and provide

funding for installation, operation,

maintenance, and repair of energy

systems.  if agency representatives

are not engaged, poorly planned

decisions can result.  for example,

sometimes a donor or aid

organization donates high-

powered medical equipment 

such as an ultrasound machine

without considering the amount

of energy that is available—or 

not available—at the health

facility.  this equipment cannot be

used if there is not enough

energy to power the device.  
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FiguRe a

a typical eneRgy management team’S StRuctuRe

National Government

International and 
National Donors

National Energy
Coordinator

Service Suppliers

Health Facility
Manager

Health Facility
Staff

Local Community

FACILITY

• Members of  the private sector.
these organizations

manufacture, market, and 

sell energy equipment and end-

use appliances.  also, banks may

be involved in system finance.

• Local community members.
members of the local community

should understand that the

energy generated by the facility

contributes to delivery of

essential health services, such as

vaccinations.  misusing the energy

system, for example, by paying

clinic staff to charge a cell phone

battery at night or iron clothes

may mean that the clinic has no

power the next day when

medical attention is needed.  

Step 3 taSkS: 

Identify energy team
members both within
and outside the facility,
assign their roles and
responsibilities, and
provide necessary
training.
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CASE
STUDY

Solar-Powered
Energy System
Training Lessons Learned

micobee health clinic is a small clinic located in a remote interior

area of guyana.  the clinic serves 360 residents and 300 miners

from a small village, with one part-time health worker on staff (the

same person also staffs a nearby clinic with no electricity).  a small

photovoltaic system was installed to power a communication radio,

an indoor light, and an outdoor security light.    

When the photovoltaic system was installed at the clinic, the local

health worker was not given any training on the system. he was

told not to touch the batteries because the regional health office

decided that since he had not been properly trained, he might

damage the system by using trial and error methods to resolve

problems.  he did not monitor the system or log any type of energy

use.  no maintenance contract with the local service provider was 

in place.

When the usaid energy team visited the clinic, the electrolyte

levels were critically low in many of the batteries.  the distilled water

needed to refill the batteries was not locally available.  the health

worker did not know how to refill the batteries to the appropriate

water level, and was unable to maintain the system without some

basic knowledge of system maintenance and operation.  this

example provides a clear reason why simple training—and including

health facility staff as part of the energy team—can go a long way

toward prolonging the life of an energy system.  
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SanitaS clinic eStabliSheS itS eneRgy 

management team 

the head nurse at sanitas clinic creates an energy management team consisting of the following members: 

• team manager: head nurse 

• energy monitor : assistant nurse 1 

• energy record-Keeper: assistant nurse 2 

• energy technician: office manager 

• community coordinator: Vaccine administrator 

as the team manager, the head nurse is responsible for making sure that the rest of the team understands and

carries out their duties.  she is also responsible for contacting any outside organizations (the ministry of health,

district health officers, or the equipment service provider) when the issue cannot be resolved within the clinic.   

the energy monitor, assistant nurse 1, is responsible for posting signs next to the equipment with any special use

rules (high voltage, dedicated outlets, etc.), and for making sure the staff follow the rules set by the team manager.

these rules include turning off equipment and lights when not in use, enforcing restrictions on using personal items

such as cell phone chargers, and keeping good records in the energy usage logs.  (in this case, asst.  nurse 2 also

helps record energy usage in appropriate logs).   When any staff member breaks the rules, the energy monitor has

the authority and responsibility to report them to the team manager.  the energy monitor is also in charge of making

sure that any high-efficiency light bulbs, which tend to have a high market value, are not stolen or replaced by low-

efficiency ones.  if possible, she locks up bulbs not in use.  

the role of energy technician is served by the office manager because he has previous experience maintaining diesel

generators and understands mechanical tasks.  the equipment service provider provides the technician with training

on how the solar power system works, instructs him when to shut down one or more of the circuits, and how to

record the battery charge levels in the log on a daily basis.  he is also taught routine maintenance tasks, such as how

to clean the solar panels one evening each week.  the technician has another important task: to make sure the solar

panels are safe from theft.  he reports directly to the team manager and knows when a maintenance issue is serious

and needs to be presented to the equipment service provider.  

Because the vaccine administrator has a lot of contact with the community, at the clinic as well as in patients’ homes,

he is assigned to be the community coordinator.  he helps the technician by making sure community members

understand the importance of their solar-powered system, a tactic that may help prevent theft.  he also meets with

community elders to ensure that they are aware of new programs and activities at the clinic, and to get their support

and input for such activities.  the community coordinator reports directly to the team manager.
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STEP 4

OPERATE AND MAINTAIN
YOUR ENERGY SYSTEM

sound operation and maintenance

(o&m) practices are essential to

ensure that your energy system

performs as expected.  Proper

implementation of the o&m plan

has proven to be one of the most

challenging aspects of health facility

energy system improvement

programs.  insufficient o&m funding,

training, and load enforcement often

lead to system failure in short order.

alternatively, if a well-designed 

o&m plan is implemented, benefits

will include: 

• Keeping the system in good

working order.

• guaranteeing that the system is

working properly.

• ensuring optimal equipment

performance.

• detecting potential problems

before they arise and making

necessary corrections.

• reducing potential for premature

system failure.

• extending the life of the system.

• saving money for your facility.

all health care facilities—both large

and small—should develop a basic

o&m plan for their energy system.

this should be based in part on the

manuals provided with your energy

equipment.  o&m plan preparation

should be led by the facility energy

technician, with assistance provided

by the equipment service provider

as needed.  

an effective o&m plan includes the

following: 

• labeling and wiring of critical and

non-critical equipment.  

• identifying and conducting

routine o&m activities.  

• creating an inventory of spare

parts.  

• setting up a dedicated budget

for energy system o&m costs.

• addressing theft prevention.  

• Preparing for the worst-case

scenario.

each of these plan elements is

discussed in more detail below.  

labeling anD wiRing 

• label all outlets that can

accommodate high-power

appliances and devices and use

the outlet only for that piece of

equipment.  this will help your

staff avoid damaging the wiring 

in your building by plugging the

wrong equipment into the

wrong outlets.  

• clearly label all critical loads and

make sure that they have a

dedicated power outlet that is

also labeled.  

• clearly label all circuit breakers

and power connectors in the

equipment room in case the

power needs to be disconnected

or the power in one part of the

facility needs to be shut off.  

• ask your equipment service

provider to check the wiring in

your building to make sure that

devices with high power

consumption (such as X-ray

machines) are connected to

outlets that can accommodate

them (see figure B).  ensure 

all system components are

correctly grounded.

• ensure that existing wiring is 

up to date and not overloaded.

as facilities expand and new

equipment is added, the result

can be inadequate electrical
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supply to the appliances and

outdated wiring which can lead

to low voltage, high conductor

temperatures, intermittent

power supply, and electrical fires.

• Post wiring diagrams of the

system in the room with the

energy generating equipment.

even if staff do not participate 

in system operations and

maintenance, it is important 

that they know where the

information is located so that

they can direct a technician to

the diagram for repairs or in 

an emergency.  

• Post operation and maintenance

instructions for all devices in the

room with the energy equipment.  
this outlet is clearly labelled for the use of a specific piece of electrical equipment.

Photo: Jeff haeni, usaid

cReating checkliStS FoR

eFFective SyStem opeRation

anD maintenance

a checklist of o&m tasks for your

energy system should be developed

as part of the energy management

plan.  the list should include specific

activities to be conducted for each

key piece of energy system

equipment, such as generators,

photovoltaic panels, batteries,

controllers, and inverters; and for

each appliance and device, such as

lighting and medical equipment.  the

list should include a schedule and

identify a specific person responsible

for each task.  a sample checklist of

o&m activities for key components

of off-grid energy systems is

provided in table 4.  

FiguRe b  

gooD wiRing iS eSSential,

but baD wiRing iS common

the pins on this autoclave plug 

have been taped by staff so it can 

be used in an outlet designed for 

low-voltage appliances. this practice

could damage the equipment.  

Photo: Walt ratterman, sunePi

poor wiring is typical of many 

clinics, posing a serious safety 

hazard.

Photo: Jeff haeni, usaid
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table 4

Sample opeRationS anD maintenance checkliSt 

FoR oFF-gRiD SyStemS 

task Frequency Responsible 
Staff member

the eneRgy SyStem

Monitoring and log keeping of  system use Daily Facility Technician

Training in emergency shutdown procedures Periodic Facility Manager & Energy Technician

Maintaining a spare parts inventory Daily Energy Technician

lighting

Check electrical connections Weekly Energy Technician
Clean lamps to maintain brightness levels Weekly Energy Technician
Replace burned out lamps and ballasts As needed Energy Technician

meDical enD uSe equipment

Follow manufacturer's maintenance recommendations Daily Facility Medical Staff

Clean equipment, and check for worn insulation on electrical wires and loose Weekly Facility Medical Staff

electrical connections

Check that power quality is sufficient.  If  power quality deteriorates, it may be Monthly Energy Technician

necessary to invest in power conditioning equipment (i.e., UPS)

batteRieS (may be part of  a back-up system)

Check electrical connections Weekly Energy Technician

Check for corrosion and clean terminals Weekly Energy Technician

Check water levels and top up (for lead acid battery types only) Weekly Energy Technician

Ensure that batteries are fully charged on a regular basis Weekly Energy Technician

Replace the battery bank Typically every 3–5 years (lead acid) and 5–10 Energy Service Provider

years for (sealed gel) if  well maintained

Manage hazardous materials storage and disposal: recycle spent batteries, As needed Energy Technician & Energy Service Provider

manage electrolyte spills for lead-acid batteries

geneRatoRS

Maintain fuel and lubricating oil levels Weekly Energy Technician

Change oil and oil filter See manufacturer's recommendations Energy Technician & Energy Service Provider

Routine servicing: check and tighten bolts, replace fuel filter Periodic Energy Technician

Conduct minor and major overhauls at regular intervals Periodic Energy Technician & Energy Service Provider

Manage hazardous materials storage: diesel fuel, motor oil; and used As needed Energy Technician

motor oil disposal*

photovoltaic panelS

Clean solar panels with water and a soft cloth—do this task with care in the morning Daily during the dry season; monthly Energy Technician

or evening; solar panels and rooftops will be extremely hot during peak sun hours in less dusty areas/seasons

Check system wiring for loose connections/corrosion Weekly Energy Technician

Check all fuses and circuit breakers Weekly Energy Technician

For systems equipped with adjustable mounting racks, the array must be Quarterly Energy Technician

seasonally adjusted

Check the array for shading from growing trees or new buildings; the solar panel will Quarterly Energy Technician
not work properly if  it is in the shade.  Trees may need to be removed or, in the

case of  a larger building, the solar panel relocated.  Also look for dirt and debris.

batteRy chaRge contRolleR (may be part of  a back-up system) Weekly Energy Technician

Check electrical connections

inveRteRS (may be part of  a back-up system)

Check settings Weekly Energy Technician
Check electrical connections Weekly Energy Technician
Replace Typically every 5–7 years Energy Service Provider

* Note that fuel and oil can be extremely flammable so it is important that there is never any smoking or possibility of  sparks near the generator.  If  you do not expect to
use the generator for over 21 days, completely drain the fuel tank.  When disposing of  used oil or old fuel, collect in sealed containers (e.g., oil drums); do not dump oil and
leftover fuel into the ground or rivers.  
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iDentiFying when

batteRy capacity iS low

in energy systems that utilize batteries,

it is important that the operator is fully

aware when the battery capacity is

dangerously low, or approaching that

point.  most inverters include

programmable low Voltage cutoff

Points that will disconnect all of the

loads when the batteries reach a

certain voltage (seek help from an

energy expert for initial setup).  to

provide further protection, you can: 

(a) program this setting to disconnect

automatically the loads requiring a

higher voltage; and (b) provide an

alarm system that informs the clinic

staff that the battery capacities are

becoming too low.

the sequence of the alarm operation

is as follows:

• if the battery voltage drops to the

programmed alarm point, a light

on the power system turns on

(specifically reserved as an alarm

light), and sounds a very loud

horn, indicating that the batteries

need to be charged.

• the facility technician, on hearing

the alarm, goes to the system and

can silence the horn for up to a

maximum of six hours with the

timer.  the light stays lit.  the

operator can then take action to

raise the voltage of the system.

usually this will entail starting a

generator, or checking to see that

the PV charging system is working.

• if the timer times out (in this case

after six hours) and the batteries

still need charging, the horn will

turn on again.

• When the battery voltage rises as

the batteries recharge to a safe

point (programmed by the user),

both the horn and the light will be

turned off by the system.

maintenance logs should be

completed for all on-site energy

supply equipment.  these logs serve

as a record that maintenance and

service was performed on the

system, and provides a way for

facility staff and service providers to

communicate.  service providers

can review the logs to help identify

technical problems with the energy

system, or problems with the way

the system is being used or

operated.  the logs also provide a

historical record of the energy

system that can be used in planning

system expansions or other

improvements.  maintenance

checklists and maintenance log

sheets should be developed by the

facility technician, with the support

of a qualified engineer or energy

service provider, as needed.  in

general, it may be useful for the

facility to enter into a maintenance

contract with a local service

provider for support to the facility

technician and provision of non-

routine o&m.

Keeping maintenance logs requires

the use of measurement devices,

which should be provided with 

the energy system when it is

installed.  the operator will take

measurements such as battery

voltage, current from the solar

power system and generator, and

charging currents from the generator.

system control equipment should

warn facility staff when there are

problems with the system or 

when the system may fail.  this

essential equipment should be

installed with the system, but can 

be added after installation.  

special o&m considerations are

required for any system using

storage batteries.  typical problems

include: 

• improper battery maintenance:

Keep batteries clean and free

of corrosion.

• improper battery operation:

make sure the batteries are

operating in a partial state

of charge—between 50% and

90% of their total capacity.

allowing the battery state of

charge to fall regularly below

40% shortens the total life of

a battery.

• faulty solar charge controlling

equipment or loose wires in the

solar panel connections.

appendices d and e provide more

information on operating and

maintaining solar energy systems

and diesel generators, including

those with battery back-up, along

with sample log sheets.

inventoRy SpaRe paRtS anD

maintenance SupplieS 

maintaining an inventory of spare

parts is essential to ensuring that

your energy system runs efficiently

and minimizes system outages.  

if a part fails and is not available,

other parts of the system could 

be damaged, or staff may not be

able to provide critical health care

or perform other duties until a

spare part is ordered, delivered, 

and installed.  

for example, the first time a part

fails it is typically a serious situation

as the system will limp along at less
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than optimal output, or could stop

altogether.  these situations will cost

the health care facility in terms of

patients that cannot be adequately

treated.  the clinic also pays in terms

of time and money.  millions of

dollars worth of energy systems sit

idle at developing country health

facilities because of inadequate

planning for spare parts.

in many instances, replacing a spare

part may not be expensive, but

without the specific item on hand,

the costs can add up quickly.

Waiting to purchase parts when

they fail may seem like the most

inexpensive solution, but this

approach adds hidden costs.  for

example, if you need to replace a

critical fuse on your photovoltaic

system that takes days or weeks to

obtain from the supplier, electricity

will not be available for that period.

facility staff may be tempted to

bypass the fuse or make other

inappropriate repairs that could

cause more serious damage to the

system.  By planning in advance to

have replacement parts readily

available you reduce risks to clinic

operations.

another benefit of keeping a spare

parts inventory is that you can

purchase the parts as your budget

allows, rather than having to make

an emergency purchase when funds

may not be available.

check your system manuals and

work with your energy service

provider to determine which parts

to include in the spare parts

inventory.  you should also purchase

any tools that are required to install

the parts or for other maintenance.  

Being proactive in creating an

inventory and keeping it well

stocked and up to date will enable

you to have the right parts and tools

available when you need them.

recording stock levels will also help

to prevent theft, and warn you in a

timely manner if thefts do occur.  

table 5 provides a sample listing of

spare parts, supplies, and tools for

commonly used solar electric and

diesel generator systems.  note that

all maintenance and servicing should

be conducted in accordance with

the manufacturer’s instructions for

your equipment.  maintenance

procedures that require disassembly

of the diesel generator or PV

system should generally be

performed by the energy service

provider, and not by facility staff.

long-term maintenance contracts

with energy service providers are

generally recommended.

table 5

RecommenDeD SpaRe paRtS anD SupplieS FoR DieSel 

anD photovoltaic SyStemS

Diesel generator photovoltaic System batteries

• fuel filter

• air filter

• lubrication oil

• engine coolant

• oil

• transfer switches

• Voltage regulator

• starter

• Belts

• Battery cables

• spare fuses

• Wire nuts

• Wire

• mild detergent for cleaning solar

panels with water

• spare switches

• connector strips

• energy efficient lightbulbs

• distilled water

• Baking soda to neutralize spilled

battery acid; vinegar if working with

alkaline batteries

• Petroleum jelly to protect battery

terminals

• sandpaper to clean corroded

battery terminals

• spare battery terminals
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CASE
STUDY

Ababa Health
Clinic, Ethiopia
HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE

the ababa health clinic is located near a provincial center in ethiopia.  

since the electricity supply coming from the nearby town is variable and

uncertain, the clinic relies on a solar PV system and a diesel-powered

generator to provide electricity for its basic services—which include lighting,

refrigeration, and a wall outlet that is often used to charge a cell phone.  

the ababa clinic director (or manager) is in charge of maintaining the PV

system, checking daily to make sure the batteries are charged.  she also

orders all the diesel fuel for the clinic’s generator and has control of the

finances to pay for fuel.  the rest of the staff understand that these are her

duties, but do not understand how to maintain or operate the electrical

systems themselves.

When the director had to leave the clinic for a family emergency, the clinic

staff left the generator running and the PV system unattended.  When they

arrived at the clinic on the third day of the director’s absence, they found

that the solar system’s batteries had no charge and that the generator had

run out of fuel.  the clinic had no power and the staff was unable to treat

patients.  the vaccines in the refrigerator were at risk of spoiling, so they had

to be transferred immediately to another clinic—leaving the ababa clinic

without any vaccines to dispense.  Because no other staff member was

familiar with the PV system operating procedures, and nobody knew whom

to call in case of emergencies, the o&m plan failed and the clinic had no

power.  even if there is one person fully in charge of energy operations and

maintenance, it is important that there is a chain of command in place, and

that information is easily accessible for all employees.  the clinic director

should train at least two other employees to understand how to keep the

system operational.  further, these employees should work with the director

to perform system maintenance on a regular basis, and have access to

written instructions in case of problems.  
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eStabliShing a DeDicateD

o&m buDget 

the routine monitoring, operation,

and maintenance tasks outlined

earlier in this chapter will cost

relatively little beyond the staff

salaries already being supported by

the facility, especially if your

equipment service provider has

been contracted by the government

or supporting organization to

provide regular checkups as part of

a service package.  nonetheless,

there will be ongoing costs

associated with the energy

equipment and it will be critical 

that an o&m budget be established

to address these issues.  further, it 

is important that this budget not 

be used for any other purpose—

such as facility operation and

maintenance costs—even if the

energy system is currently working

well.  co-mingling of system

maintenance funds with the overall

facility’s operational budgets is not 

a good idea.  

these are some of the common

items that will need repair and/or

replacement: 

• light bulbs—ideally these should

be high-efficiency bulbs.  

• Batteries—which are designed to

last 3–5 years if well maintained.

old batteries should be

collected or recycled to avoid

being an eyesore and an

environmental liability.

• miscellaneous items—

light switches, circuit

breakers, power supplies,

surge protectors, etc.  

• Photovoltaic system

components—the

inverter and charge

controller, which are often

imported, should last up

to 10 years.  PV panels

should last approximately

20 to 25 years when

properly used and

maintained.

Batteries and other PV

system components are

expensive one-time

expenditures.  health facilities

and ministries of health must

begin budgeting for their

replacement at the time of

initial system installation.

pReventing theFt

since energy equipment is

valuable and often installed in

areas with little or no reliable

energy sources, theft of

generators or solar panels or

other system components can 

be a problem.  historically, solar

power systems have been

particularly susceptible to 

pilfering and theft, which has 

led to system failure.  

Ensuring that sufficient funds are available to cover lifetime
maintenance and replacement costs—which may be required after 
the donor community has left—can pose a significant challenge.

at the clinique Des maladies

infectieuses in haiti, an inverter was not

functioning because the battery cables

had been stolen.  placing the batteries in

a locked compartment helps to

discourage theft.
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actions that can be taken to reduce

theft include:

• Proper installation of solar

systems.

• routine system maintenance.

• tamper-free mountings to make

it difficult to remove the systems.

• Putting ground-based PV systems

in a locked area.  also, cages can

be used to protect batteries.  it is

important to remember that the

use of theft-prevention measures

such as cages or locked areas

should not interfere with the

ability of the system to produce

and deliver power.

Staff at this site in Senegal built a cage

to protect their solar panels from theft,

but by covering the panels they reduced

the amount of power their system could

produce. a different configuration could

have protected the panels without

interfering with their function.

Photo: Pam Baldinger, usaid

Perhaps the most successful way to

reduce theft is to engage the active

support of the local community.  

it is important for your team to

communicate that theft of the

energy system will have negative

consequences, such as a reduction 

in local health care services.

community support, involvement,

and appreciation of energy systems

have been shown to reduce the 

risk of theft.

pRepaRing FoR the woRSt

caSe ScenaRio

a standard set of back-up

procedures should be put in 

place in event of the worst-case

scenario—when the on-site energy

system fails.  standard back-up

procedures include:   

• deciding when it is advisable or

necessary to operate the back-

up generator (if you have one).  

• making sure you always have an

adequate fuel supply available in

times of prolonged outages, or 

in the case of a solar battery

system, enough back-up battery

power to keep critical loads

running until you can find

another source of power (or

until you can transport vaccines

and other items in danger of

spoiling to another clinic).  

• managing periodic maintenance

of the back-up generator,

including oil changes, minor

overhauls, and major overhauls.

• turning off all non-critical loads

before using any back-up power

source, and coordinating with

other clinic staff to determine

whether patients have an urgent,

immediate need for specific medical

equipment to be turned on.

• developing a plan for dealing

with unscheduled maintenance,

including setting aside emergency

funds for repairs and other back-

up options for critical loads.  

• Knowing whom to call for help if

the system cannot be fixed by

your team.

Step 4 taSkS: 

Create your facility’s
O&M plan 
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SanitaS clinic eStabliSheS an o&m plan

sanitas clinic has had its solar energy system for about a year.  it was installed by a solar engineer whose business headquarters

are in the nearest large town.  the ministry of health overseeing the clinic made sure that the engineer signed a contract with the

ministry to perform periodic maintenance checks as well as respond to service calls as needed, for a five-year period.  for this

service the ministry of health pays the engineer a flat sum; unexpected service calls are billed as they occur, and these are

handled by the district government health office.  

When the system was installed, the engineer sat down with the head nurse and the office manager assigned to be the clinic's

energy technician, and together they prepared a list of tasks for the technician to carry out on a regular basis.  they also prepared

daily logs for the technician to fill out; he keeps these handy for when the engineer makes a routine visit.  

the o&m routine for the clinic’s energy technician is as follows: 

• daily recording of system battery voltage—this helps compare energy production with energy use.  

• monthly cleaning of solar modules and control equipment—this ensures the system is free of dust and other environmental

debris for optimum efficiency.  

• ensure visits by the external engineer every 4–8 weeks to: 

o collect and review battery voltage charts 

o advise staff if systems are being overused or misused 

o help with an energy-saving strategy 

o check functionality of the energy system 

o fix any problems found and identify any potential or expected problems

o Verify that the technician is properly cleaning the systems and keeping a daily log

o update the training of the clinic staff at least once per year, and/or when turnover occurs.

• check the spare parts inventory every 4–6 weeks and notifying the engineer and local/national health office or organization

when additional parts need to be ordered.  

• check and tighten all wire connections every year—poor connections are a leading cause of decreasing system performance

over the long term.  

in addition, the head nurse has established a monthly “check-in” phone call with her superiors in the ministry of health to discuss

any energy issues that arose during the period, including budgetary and new equipment needs.  her constant communication with

her superiors has had an added benefit: she has elevated the visibility of her clinic and her successful energy management team, so

when visiting donors and dignitaries want to see a health clinic, they are brought to visit sanitas.  the clinic staff enjoys the

heightened attention by the dignitaries, and this attention has led to increased funding for the clinic as well.  
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STEP 5

IMPROVE ENERGY USE

once you understand your 

facility’s energy demand, you can

start to consider ways to reduce 

the demand without reducing the

quality of services provided by the

equipment.  reducing demand

lowers the cost of fuel as well as 

the cost of operating and

maintaining the system, and may

make it possible to add new

equipment to your facility to

improve the health services you

provide.  you can control and reduce

energy demand in three ways:

energy monitoring; purchasing

energy-efficient appliances; and

managing staff behavior.  

• energy monitoring ensures that

you know how much energy the

facility is using so that you can

manage it.  experience has

shown that people tend to be

more careful about using energy

when they know how much they

are consuming.  

• energy-efficient appliances use

less energy to provide the same

level of service or operation as

less-efficient models.  reducing

energy consumption equates 

to more cost effective 

power systems and smaller

expenditures on fuel and

electricity.

• staff behavior is key to

conserving energy.  there 

are many ways to reduce

electricity usage without

compromising the quality of

health services, including simple

steps such as remembering to

turn off appliances when they

are not in use.  Why use more

power than you need to,

especially when it is there only 

to help patients and is already 

in short supply?

eneRgy monitoRing

energy monitoring involves

developing a record of the amount

of energy your facility uses.

monitoring energy use can help to:

• increase your facility’s energy

efficiency (using less energy to

do the same amount of work).

• lower operating costs (e.g., fuel)

and the costs of repairs due to

system misuse.

If  You Can Measure It…
You Can Manage It 

• signal increases or changes in

energy use—for example, energy

demand is increasing due to

some new development or

change in staff behavior, or

appliances are aging and

becoming less efficient.

• diagnose specific areas of 

energy waste.

• track energy consumption

trends (e.g., weekly, seasonal,

operational).

• control energy consumption

rather than accepting it as a 

fixed cost that the facility has 

no control over.  

energy monitoring can be

conducted in a number of ways.

• manual monitoring.  as part 

of the o&m activities, the 

facility technician can track

energy consumption levels at 

the facility level.
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• Know your base consumption.

Base consumption is the

constant consumption which

goes on in your facility, whether

or not anyone is actually there.

this will reflect appliances on

standby or appliances that run

continually, such as the vaccine

refrigerator.  if your base

consumption is a large part 

of your overall energy

consumption, look at how many

appliances are on standby and

whether any of them can be

turned off completely or

unplugged when not in use.

alternately, you may want to

replace these appliances with

more energy-efficient options.  

• track how much energy your

appliances use.  today, low-cost

electricity meters are available 

to show where your electricity

goes.  these meters are placed

between the appliance and the

electrical outlet and tell you

exactly how much power the

appliance is using.  these meters

can also measure the standby

consumption of appliances at

your facility.  (see figure c).  this

information should be entered

into a daily log sheet that tracks

the amount of energy used per

appliance.  (see table 6).  When

the log is complete, the energy

monitor or staff member in

charge of record-keeping should

add up the time spent using each

piece of equipment and add this

information to a log book

maintained in your facility.  these

log books are important for your

energy management team and

the external engineer to be able

to track energy use over time

and can also be very helpful if

something goes wrong with the

system.  if an energy meter is not

available, a log sheet can be

placed next to each piece of

energy-consuming equipment in

your facility.  every time a staff

member uses the equipment,

they can write down the time

they started, the time they

finished, and their name.  a

sample log sheet is provided

below, with a blank template

provided in appendix c.

this information should be used

to track energy consumption on

a weekly, monthly, and yearly

basis.  in cases where the energy

used is greater than the energy

produced, you can go back to

these logs to identify where

energy is being wasted by 

staff that may be spending

excessive time on certain 

pieces of equipment.  finally, 

the information within the 

logs should be shared with

regional managers, donor

organizations, and ngos to

facilitate better coordination 

on energy decisions.  

monitoring makes inefficient

energy usage and high-

consuming devices become

apparent, and encourages

strategies to be put in place to

reduce energy misuse or abuse.  

table 6

Sample eneRgy conSumption log FoR uSe oF DeSktop computeR

Day and Date time Started time Finished name of Staff total time

/1Monday 9 .10:00 a.m 10:15 a.m. Josephine 15 min.
/1Monday 9 .12:15 p.m 12:32 p.m. Josephine 17 min.
/2Tuesday 9 9:10 a.m. 9:42 a.m. Paul 32 min.
ay 9/3Wednesd 9:40 a.m. 10:20 a.m. Hady 40 min.
ay 9/3Wednesd .11:00 a.m 11:22 a.m. Vanessa 22 min.

Thursday 9/4 2:00 p.m. 2:35 p.m. Josephine 35 min.
Thursday 9/4 4:00 p.m. 4:40 p.m. John 40 min.
Friday 9/5 9:30 a.m. 10:15 a.m. Hady 45 min.

TOTAL FOR WEEK OF 9/1 246 min.
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FiguRe c

low-coSt DeviceS FoR meaSuRing appliance

eneRgy uSe anD poweR Supply

there are easy-to-use devices that

can be utilized by staff to show the

amount of energy consumed when an

appliance is in use, and also when the

appliance is in standby mode.  these

devices can provide a cumulative

reading of energy consumption per

kwh (kilowatt hour), and they also

display voltage, amps, and frequency.  

three examples of such devices are

the “kill a watt,” the Sparometer,

and the mains energy monitor.

these meters, which are available

online, range in price from uS$20 to

uS$100.  

eneRgy-eFFicient

applianceS 

energy-efficient appliances save

energy, save money, enhance

performance, and can result in fewer

mechanical problems, longer

equipment life, and in many cases

extended product warranties.

When obtaining new appliances for

your facility—whether for exam

rooms, public areas, kitchens, offices,

or staff quarters—energy-efficient

options are the preferred way to go.  

Selecting energy-efficient

appliances

high-efficiency products exist 

for many types of equipment,

appliances, and devices.  however,

making the selection of which

product to buy can be a challenge.

to help in this process, there are a

variety of organizations that provide

reliable information for identifying

energy-efficient products, primarily

through product labels which help

buyers quickly and easily make the

right appliance selection.

organizations such as the united

states energy star program and

energy guide, the united Kingdom’s

energy saving trust, and the

european union’s energy label,

among others, rate products

according to their energy use or

provide minimum efficiency

guidelines.  almost all equipment

used in health facilities is now

available in an energy-efficient

version (e.g., vaccine refrigerators,

fans, and microscopes).  When

requesting new equipment, devices,

or appliances, always request that

your ministry of health, donor, or

ngo partner procure certified

energy-efficient products.  

energy-efficient appliances initially

may be more expensive than less-

efficient products and it can be

tempting to buy the cheaper

product—especially if your facility is

on a tight budget.  however, the

additional initial expense is usually

more than fully recovered through

the cost savings generated over 

the life of the energy-saving

product—as they require

significantly less electricity to

operate.  thus, those purchasing

energy-efficient appliances need to

look beyond the initial price tag, to

include the operating costs over the

life of the product (or life-cycle

cost).  an appliance's life-cycle cost

is a better indicator of the true cost

of the appliance than the purchase

price because it accounts for all

related expenses, including the initial

investment, cost of operating and

maintaining the appliance, and the

cost of supplying energy to the

appliance.  energy labels on efficient

appliances show the anticipated

energy costs to help you make

more informed purchasing decisions.  

Before purchasing or accepting

donations of new equipment, 

health facilities should evaluate 

both the need for the equipment

from a medical perspective, and 

the availability of energy that can

power the equipment.  remember

this previous example from our

hypothetical sanitas clinic? the 

clinic realized that even though 

they were offered an electrical

centrifuge (needing 575 watts of

power), their energy supplies were

not sufficient to power it—making 

a manually operated centrifuge 

their only option.  Whenever

possible, the facility manager 

should communicate with his/her

procurement teams and energy

management team to make sure 

the facility is getting the equipment

it needs.  
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FiguRe D

eneRgy eFFiciency labelS anD RatingS

Energy efficiency labels indicate that an organization has certified
that the equipment meets the organization's requirements for
energy efficiency.  For example, in the United States, equipment
carrying the ENERGY STAR label means that it meets the
minimum energy efficiency requirements set by the program.  A
similar label called Energy Saving Recommended is certified by
the Energy Saving Trust in the United Kingdom.

Energy efficiency rating labels provide information about the
expected energy consumption of  a piece of  equipment over a
specified period of  time, typically one year.  Rating labels are
useful for comparing different models of  equipment that carry
the same type of  label.  Many types of  equipment sold in the
United States are required to carry the Energy Guide label.  In
the European Union, the E.U.  Energy Label provides similar
energy consumption ratings to help select efficient equipment.   

Note there are a number of  items on the market that claim to
be highly efficient and actually are not, or are of  very low
quality.  It is important to choose equipment that has been
certified and tested based on a reputable standards
organization.

energy-efficient lighting 

health clinics typically require

lighting for three uses: specialized

lighting for medical diagnosis 

and procedures, general lighting 

for indoor spaces, and security

lighting for indoor and outdoor

spaces.  there are several lighting

options available with varying 

costs and levels of efficiency:

standard incandescent light bulbs;

compact fluorescent lights (cfls)

and tube fluorescents; and light-

emitting diodes (leds), which 

are newer to the market.  

evaluating these different options

involves considering trade-offs

between the quality of light, local

availability of lighting equipment,

initial cost, replacement cost,

availability of power, and energy

consumption costs.  

examples of cFl bulbs

Photo: energy and security grouP

table 7 provides a comparison of

various lighting options.  as the 

table demonstrates, though

incandescent bulbs have the 

lowest purchase price, they use

more energy and must be replaced

more frequently than the more

efficient lighting alternatives.  

the upfront costs for cfls, tube

fluorescent bulbs, and leds are

higher than the incandescent bulbs,

but they have a longer life span 

and consume less energy, lowering

overall energy costs.  

choosing wisely

regardless of the power source,

when choosing medical equipment

and appliances, you should always 



aim to purchase equipment with 

higher energy efficiency ratings.  if an

instrument with a lower wattage

rating can accomplish the same task

as another instrument with a higher

wattage rating, choose the lower

wattage option, even if it has a

higher initial cost.  in the long run,

the lower wattage option is almost

always a better investment.  today

there are low-wattage vaccine

refrigerators available with very high

energy efficiency, which are designed

for use by facilities in off-grid areas.

regular domestic refrigerators

consume much more power, even

though they might seem like the

better option because they are

cheaper and familiar to your staff.

table 8 compares the equipment

efficiencies of various types of

medical and office equipment.  

the use of energy-intensive medical

equipment such as electric sterilizing

equipment, X-ray machines, and

incubators should be determined

based on the energy supply you

have at the facility.  small facilities 

with solar electric systems are

unlikely to provide sufficient power

for this equipment.  larger facilities

with diesel generators or with

reliable periods of high-quality grid

power may be better suited for

energy-intensive equipment, as long

as its use is well managed to avoid

damaging the equipment.  

table 7

lighting SyStemS compaRative analySiS

inteRnet SouRceS FoR

eneRgy-Saving pRoDuctS

anD pRacticeS 

ENERGY STAR and Energy Guide: 
www.eere.energy.gov/femp

Energy Saving Trust:
www.energysavingtrust.org.uk

EU Energy Label:
www.energy.eu

Topten:
www.topten.info

additionally, some types of

equipment are available in hand-

powered versions, which may be a 
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good choice if your facility has very

limited access to electricity.  for

example, a hand-powered centrifuge

could be used in place of an electric

one, a choice explained in the prior

sanitas clinic example.  similarly,

non-electric autoclaves should be

considered for off-grid facilities.

table 8

compaRing equipment eFFiciencieS

Many types of  medical and office equipment are available at various levels of  efficiency.  The following five examples illustrate wattages for
high versus standard-efficiency models.  Standard-efficiency models will cost, in fuel or electricity, more than double or even triple the cost 
of  the high-efficiency options to run on a daily basis.  Even if  the high-efficiency refrigerator costs a few hundred dollars more than the
standard-efficiency option to purchase, the high-efficiency option will end up saving the clinic money on energy costs.  This is money that 
can go toward better health care for the patients at the clinic, or better pay for health facility staff.  

StaFF behavioR 

changing the behavior and 

attitudes of staff to improve 

energy management will be

instrumental in achieving success.

Motivating Staff
as a facility manager, the following

concepts should be considered for

motivating staff behavior.  

• Link to job performance: consider

including efficient individual

energy use as a responsibility in

employee job descriptions and as

an effectiveness measure in

performance reviews.  also, add

an energy efficiency component

to the roles and responsibilities

for each office, department, and

staff member.

• Promote peer pressure: create a

sense of peer pressure, shared

responsibility, and friendly

competitiveness among staff to

use less energy, find new ways of

saving energy, and to use energy

with restraint.

• Build your team: as part of your

energy management team-building

process (step 3), make sure that

everyone in your facility feels part

of an “energy saving team.”

unifying all staff behind this goal

will help achieve results and teams

can then introduce improved

energy strategies as a group.

• Make energy efficiency a routine:
Practice energy conservation

and efficiency in daily staff

activities.  discuss energy

consumption and efficiency

issues during staff meetings.

• Set targets and timetables:
establish goals for reducing

energy use and a timeframe for
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achieving this.  for example, a

short-term goal could be to

reduce overall energy use by 5%

per month until your staff is

familiar with energy management

and can readily incorporate

these routines into their day-to-

day activities.  a longer-term goal

could be to reduce energy use

by 10% across the facility in the

next year.  make sure all staff

members are engaged in

achieving this goal.

• Conduct special group meetings:
hold special team meetings to

solicit and discuss new energy

management ideas.  encourage

all staff to provide feedback on

the facility’s energy management

program and to suggest areas for

improvement.

• Consider establishing a
rewards/penalties program:
Promoting efficient energy use

behavior can be facilitated by

a rewards program.  for

example, rewarding a staff

member who practices good

energy management can help to

motivate the rest of the staff to

perform well.  on the other

hand, for anyone who does not

properly follow procedures or is

found to be using energy against

the well-being of the health care

facility’s mission, corrective

actions should be taken.

in the long term, staff motivation to

improve energy behavior can be

sustained only if driven by a facility

manager who is fully committed to

achieving facility energy reduction.  

Using Less Means More
using less energy does not only

mean purchasing more energy-

efficient equipment.  you can make a

big difference by making a few small

changes in how you and your staff

use equipment.  the facility’s energy

monitor can lead strategies to

reduce energy misuse and abuse,

including these types of activities: 

• Non-authorized appliances:
display lists of non-approved

appliances and devices that are

not allowed at the facility (e.g.,

dVd player, televisions, etc.).

enforce strict schedules for cell

phone charging.

• Scheduling: schedule energy-

intensive tasks for times when

energy supply is adequate.  for

example, in the case of a solar

system, schedule these tasks

when the sun is shining brightly.

• Alarms: install alarms that notify

staff when to turn off equipment

due to low power availability.

uSing ReFRigeRatoRS 

anD FReezeRS

energy to power refrigerators and

freezers can account for a large

portion of a health care facility’s

energy needs.  new, energy-efficient

models of electric refrigerators and

freezers that use between 800 and

1,500 watt-hours per day are suitable

for use with renewable energy

systems.  self-powered refrigerators

that burn propane or natural gas may

also be a good option for some

facilities.  here are a few tips

concerning their use: 

• smaller capacity units use less

energy than larger capacity units.

use the smallest size possible to

meet facility needs.

• to minimize energy loss, keep

door seals clean and only open the

door when necessary.

• clean condenser coils at least

once per year.

• Keep the refrigerator unit in a cool

place—out of direct sunlight and

away from stoves and other heat-

producing appliances.

• Keep the unit full.  mass in the

refrigerator will help keep the cold

air in.

• Lighting: in areas with sufficient

daylighting, use natural lighting.

adjust blinds, if available, to

reduce glare.  in rooms where

lower lighting levels do not

impact safety or productivity, use

task lighting (e.g., desk lamp) and

turn off overhead lighting.  turn

all lights off when not in use.

• Photocopiers: encourage

employees not to use copiers

during peak energy demand

periods.  ensure that the power
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saver switch on copiers is

enabled (as available).  encourage

staff to make copies in batches

to reduce the amount of time a

copier is in high power mode.  

• Fans: Keep blinds, drapes, or

shades closed during the day.

use fans instead of air

conditioners; if you must use

an air conditioner, do not turn

it below 74 degrees fahrenheit

(23°c).  turn fans and air

conditioners off when not

operational.

• Computers and printers:turn off

computer monitors and printers

when not in use.  activate the

“sleep” and “hibernate” features

on computers so the machine

uses less power when not

operational

• Other appliances and equipment:
instruct staff to turn off radios,

medical equipment, and other

devices when they are not in use.

RewaRDing gooD eneRgy management pRacticeS anD penalizing baD

Putting incentive programs in place can be an effective way to improve staff participation in energy management at your facility.

although incentive programs need to be tailored to the specific needs and constraints of each facility, they should ideally share the

following characteristics:

• incentive programs should be carefully developed and thoroughly evaluated before they are launched.  Backtracking or

changing the rules of an incentive scheme after it starts can negatively affect staff morale and participation in the energy

management program.

• the program must be explained clearly to the staff to ensure there are no misunderstandings over their rules, rewards, and

duration.

• the process or criteria used to select those who receive the awards must be clear and transparent.

although monetary awards often tend to have the greatest appeal, they can cause negative results and can be unsustainable.  many

facilities that operate successful incentive programs offer various types of non-monetary awards such as phone cards, small gifts, 

food, additional days or half days off, and even assistance with school fees for staff or their children.  

in addition to positive reinforcement to inspire your staff to save energy, you should enforce penalties for improper use and waste of

electricity.  if staff are wasting power or using equipment improperly, particularly on a recurring basis, corrective action should be taken.

this could include reminding the individual of proper practices, sending him/her to retraining, temporarily revoking  staff privileges, etc.

do not reduce salary or financial incentives.  naturally, if any employee steals energy- generating resources (fuel, solar panel, cfls, etc.),

official action should be taken immediately.  

While the violations may not seem very important, “energy wasters” must understand that their actions are putting the operations of

the entire clinic at risk.  imagine if the lights suddenly turned off during an emergency because an employee left the computer on.  in

the end, you are responsible as the facility manager.  

__________________________
3 the facility manager may need to consult with the ministry of health if financial rewards are offered.

aiR conDitioning

although air conditioning is often

required for sensitive laboratory

equipment, minimizing its use is critical.

reducing the space that needs to be

air conditioned by establishing special

dedicated cool rooms in the lab, and

utilizing efficient air conditioners are

two viable options.  Typically, air
conditioners are not a good match with
off-grid solar systems, due to their high
power requirements and not being of
the highest priority in rural health clinic
applications (as compared to other
electrical needs).   
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• Use visible reminders: Post flyers

and signs with energy messages

around the clinic; decorative and

informative flyers can instruct

and remind staff about how to

save and monitor power.  

Automating Energy Use 

using lights and equipment when

they are not needed can waste

significant energy in health facilities.

the most cost-effective way to

prevent needless power use is for

your staff to be aware of the need

to conserve energy and make this

goal a regular part of their daily

work routine.  When this is not

sufficient, however, your facility can

take a number of steps to reduce

your energy requirements:

• install switches for every light

bulb, as opposed to using one

switch to turn on multiple

overhead lights in a room.  

When possible, encourage 

your staff to use “task lighting”—

using the light just in their work

space, rather than lighting the

entire room.  

• install motion sensors or timer

switches in rooms where lights

tend to be left on.  these devices

will turn off lights and equipment

after letting them run for a

specified period of time.  

• utilize programmable timers that

turn lights and equipment off

automatically according to a

predetermined staff schedule.  

• install master disconnect

switches to turn off all power 

to the room during the night.

this is especially important for

rooms that see high energy use

during the day, such as computer

rooms and labs.

Addressing “Phantom Loads” 

a phantom load is the power that is

consumed by electronic appliances

or equipment even while they are

turned “off ” or in standby or “sleep”

mode.  equipment that typically

generates these phantom loads

includes computers, printers, air

conditioning systems, appliances

with remote controls, and devices

with stand-by lights or digital displays

(like dVd players and computer

monitors).  although phantom loads

are relatively small, they can account

for up to 10 percent of total

electricity consumption, which is

especially noteworthy if you have a

limited energy supply (as would be

the case for diesel generators, solar

energy, or battery-based systems).

to reduce the impact of phantom

loads, here are some measures 

to take: 

• unplug phantom load devices,

such as computers, when they

are not in use.  

• use a power bar or surge

protector with multiple sockets

and an on-off switch to turn off

devices that are normally used

together, such as a computer,

monitor, and printer.  

• request or purchase devices 

that offer a real “off ” switch, 

or have low standby power

requirements.  a list of

recommended and “best

available” standby power levels

for a wide range of electrical

devices can be downloaded 

at www.eere.energy.gov.

Step 5 taSkS: 

Specify activities to
improve your facility’s
energy use through
monitoring, efficient
appliances, and staff
behavior.
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a
s the manager of a health

facility located in a rural or

“off-grid” area, you are often

forced to generate your own

electricity to supply power for

lighting, critical medical equipment,

refrigeration, office and

communication functions, and staff

quarters.  even if your facility is in an

urban area, you may lack access to

reliable grid-supplied electricity, and

therefore depend on back-up

systems to meet your energy needs.  

regardless of the energy source—

diesel generators, solar panels, wind

power, etc.—the cost of electricity

created by these systems can be

high, and its availability limited.  even

so, having reliable electricity greatly

improves the range and quality of

critical health services that can be

provided to the community at large.  

as the facility manager, it is your

responsibility to manage energy

consumption carefully in order to

minimize capital and operating

expenses while meeting power

demands for health care delivery.

fortunately, there are several ways

to accomplish this.  these include

monitoring and reporting energy

use, performing routine

maintenance, keeping a clinic budget

for repairs and spare parts, securing

more energy-efficient equipment,

and including your staff, community,

and broader stakeholders in energy-

related discussions and decision-

making.  these activities will put your

energy team in control of its own

success and destiny, ensuring that

electricity for vital clinic operations is

always available when needed by

patients or facility staff.  in fulfilling

these duties, and appreciating the

value of your energy system, you

can prevent energy system misuse

and failure.  

energy should be considered in all

aspects of clinic operations, from

powering medical devices, to

providing indoor lighting for night

operations and outdoor lighting for

safe access to the clinic.  energy is

needed to make computers run,

provide critical health information,

and track patient information.

energy allows for refrigeration,

which helps to preserve

medications, serums, and other

liquids.  the availability of electricity

helps to sterilize equipment and

contributes to attracting and

maintaining health care workers in

rural areas.  

this document has laid out a

stepwise approach for facility

managers and staff to understand

the principles of energy supply,

consumption, and use.  use it as a

guide on how to implement energy

management practices and

procedures in your facility, identify

staff roles and responsibilities, and

describe the importance of energy-

efficient practices and equipment.

and why? if your health facility is run

well—employing practices of energy

efficiency and careful energy use—

you can help ensure the continued

delivery of quality health services to

your patients, thereby improving

people’s lives and livelihoods.  

CONCLUSION

children in ngarama, Rwanda, are impressed by the improved electrical

service to their local district hospital.  

Photo:Walt ratterman, sunePi
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GLOSSARY

ac – alternating current, where an

electric current periodically reverses

direction in a circuit – and is the

type of electrical power available

from a wall socket.

amp – a basic unit that measures

the electrical current in a circuit.

multiplying “amps” times “volts”

derives "watts," the total

measurement of power.

battery – a device that stores

energy and makes it available in an

electrical form.

cFl – compact fluorescent lighting

critical load – the minimum

amount of energy that must always

be available to power essential

equipment.  

Dc – direct current, an electric

current flowing in one direction –

most commonly from batteries,

solar cells, and fuel cells.

Dedicated power supply – a

single source of energy that is

dedicated to or used by only one

critical piece of equipment.  

engine-generator set – an

internal combustion engine joined

to an electric generator that uses

fuel to produce electricity.  also

called a generator or diesel generator.  

energy – the ability of a physical

system to do work.  

energy conservation – the

protection and careful management

of the environment and of limited

natural resources, such as fossil fuels

(see definition below).  

energy efficiency – using less

energy to provide the same level of

energy service.  

energy management – using

energy in the most efficient way

possible to complete daily tasks

while planning for future potential

uses of energy.  

Fossil fuels – non-renewable fuels

derived from underground

hydrocarbon sources such as coal,

oil, and natural gas.

grid electricity – electric 

energy delivered to a business or

household from a public or private

electricity network.  the network

consists of transmission lines,

distribution lines, and transformers

used in central electric power

systems.  (“off-grid” locations are

not connected to a grid.)

hybrid energy system – an

energy system that is composed of

more than one type of electricity

generation, such as a combination

of a generator and a photovoltaic

system.

inverter – a device that converts

direct current (dc) electricity to

alternating current (ac) electricity.  

kilovolt ampere (kva) – a

measure of power, most commonly

used for generators.  (1 kVa =

approx.  0.8 kW)

kilowatt (kw) – 1,000 watts.  a

measure of power used to describe

the electricity-generating capacity or

size of an electric generation system.

(1 kW = approx 1.25 kVa)

kilowatt hour (kwh) – a unit of

energy representing the quantity of

work performed by one kilowatt of

electric power in one hour.

leD – light-emitting diode

life cycle cost (lcc) – the 

total and true cost of an energy

system over the life of the system.

lcc accounts for the initial capital

costs, maintenance and operation

costs, fuel costs, and the salvage

costs.   a life-cycle cost analysis 

can be helpful for comparing costs

of different systems and designs, 

and for determining what type of

energy system would be the most

cost-effective option over its life.
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lifetime – the length of time a

piece of equipment or system is

expected to operate before failure

due to age.  Photovoltaic and wind

equipment lifetimes are typically

expressed in years; engines in hours

of operation; and batteries in

number of charge-discharge cycles.

operating cost – the day-to-day

expense of using and maintaining

property, including fuel, labor, and

spare parts.  

phantom loads – electric power

consumed by electronic appliances

while they are switched off or in a

standby or “sleep” mode.  

photovoltaic (pv) system – a

system that produces electricity

from sunlight through the use of

photovoltaic or solar panels;

commonly referred to as “solar

electric.” 

Renewable energy – energy

derived from non–fossil fuel

resources, including energy

produced by the sun, wind, water,

and biomass (plant materials or

organic waste).

thermal power – Power used for

heating or cooling.  

uninterruptible power supply

(upS) – equipment inserted

between the normal power supply

and the load that has sufficient

battery capacity to allow the load to

operate for a specific amount of

time after the normal power supply

disconnects.  this time is used to

either power up a generator or to

shut down equipment if the

generator is no longer available.  

voltage – the rate at which energy

is drawn from a source that

produces a flow of electricity in a

circuit; expressed in volts.

watt (w) – a unit of power.  the

size or capacity of electric power

equipment and devices is often

given in watts.  
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a b c=axb D e=cxD F=

e/1000 

Device 
priority**

(a) cuRRent eneRgy-
conSuming DeviceS 

quantity power

(watts) *

total 

watts 

hours used 

per day 

watt hours

per day 
kwh/day 

Blood bank refrigerator 70

Blood chemistry analyzer 50 

Centrifuge 575

CFL bulbs, clinic (indoor lights) 18

CFL bulbs, staff  quarters (indoor lights) 18 

CFL bulbs (outdoor lights) 26 

Clothes iron 1,000 

Computer monitor (CRT) 65–120 

Desktop computer  150 

Examination lamp (CFL) 18 

Hematology mixer 28

Incubator 400

Laptop computer 20–80 

Microscope 30

Operating table lights 45 

Phone charger 10-20 

Radio 60 

Small refrigerator (non-medical use) 300 

Sterilizer oven (lab autoclave) 1,564 

Vaccine refrigerator/freezer 60 

(a) Total Current Load

(b) FutuRe eneRgy DeviceS

(b) Total Future Load

(c) Total Current/Future  Load

APPENDIX A
Energy Consumption Estimates for 
Commonly Used Health Facility Equipment

*CONVERTING FROM AMPS TO WATTS: if the label only gives the number of amps and not the number of watts, multiply the number of amps by

the number of volts to get the number of watts.  many countries use 240 volts, though much of latin america and the caribbean use120 volts.

if a device is powered by a transformer (usually enclosed in a black plastic box that plugs into the electrical outlet), then the transformer has

converted the electricity from ac to dc, so you need to multiply by the dc voltage, not the ac voltage.  for example, if the device says

“inPut 9V, 0.5a,” then your calculation will look like this: 9 volts x 0.5 amps = 4.5 watts.

your device might actually list a huge voltage range, like 100–240V.  that means it will work with any country’s voltage.  for your calculations,

use the voltage for the country where you are plugging in the device.

** Assign priority: critical; important; or non-critical, in order of  priority by device.
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APPENDIX B
Refrigeration Options

for off-grid health facilities, electric

vaccine refrigerators are typically 

the largest electricity user, often

consuming well over half of the

facility’s electricity.  health facilities

require refrigeration for vaccine,

blood, and drug storage, and may also

use refrigeration to store food and

beverages for staff and patients.  some

medical storage specifications require

freezing temperatures, while vaccine

refrigeration must avoid freezing.  

for this reason, special care must 

be given to choosing a properly

sized refrigerator based on the

facility’s cold storage requirements.

refrigerators and freezers should 

be kept as full as possible to avoid

wasting electricity to cool air in

partially empty units.  the mass of

the contents of a full refrigerator

also helps maintain cold

temperatures inside the unit, and

reduce its energy consumption.  

there are five main categories of

refrigerators that can be used for

medical purposes in health facilities,

as shown in the table.  some

refrigerators are designed for

intermittent electricity supply and

maintain storage temperatures using

an ice lining.  some designs can

maintain storage temperatures for

up to five days.  refrigerators

typically have a 10-year lifetime

when properly operated and

maintained.  a refrigerator’s useful

life depends on climate, power

quality, and operating procedures.

the World health organization

(Who) provides good resources

for choosing and maintaining

refrigerators for medical use.  a list

of Who-certified refrigerators,

freezers, and solar equipment is

available online3 (it may also be

available at the Who office in your

country or region).  all Who-

certified vaccine refrigerators have

passed strict performance tests,

including durability, icepack freezing

capacity, temperature control, power

consumption, and holdover time.

the certified equipment must carry

a two-year minimum warranty, but

make sure to select a model with 

a “maximum rated ambient

temperature” that is able to handle

the temperature and humidity of

your local environment.  for more

information and costs, refer to the

references and resources section 

at the end of this manual.  

one of the most important

operational variables for

refrigerators and energy use is the

number of times they are opened

and closed each day.  user behavior,

thus, can greatly affect efficiency 

and operation.  Battery maintenance

for solar vaccine refrigerators is 

also of particular importance.

3 http://www.who.int/immunization_standards

/vaccine_quality/pqs_e03_fridges_freezers/en/

index.html
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table b-1

common meDical ReFRigeRatoRS

ReFRigeRatoR type ReFRigeRatoR type 

electrically powered vapor-compression refrigerators are the most

common type refrigerator in the world; they are also very reliable, durable, and

relatively easy to maintain.  compression refrigerators and freezers require a source

of electricity to run a compressor, and can be powered either by ac or Dc

power.  ac refrigerators can be operated by grid power or by battery power

through an inverter.  dc refrigerators can be powered directly by batteries.

compression refrigerators for medical use are heavily insulated, and include cooling

fans and temperature monitoring equipment.  some medical refrigerators have two

compressors to provide redundancy in case one compressor fails.  compression

refrigerators are a reliable option when there is a high quality electricity supply,

either from the grid or an on-site energy supply system specifically designed to meet

refrigeration loads.  

compression 

Solar electric refrigerators are a type of compression refrigerator.  they are self-

powered units that typically include a top-opening refrigerator with no internal fans

or lights; solar panels, and batteries.  solar refrigerators require careful study of the

refrigeration requirement, number of sunlight hours, and a specification of the

number of days of storage for cloudy periods.  solar refrigerators also require the

use of high-quality batteries and battery charge control equipment, properly sized

electrical wires, and a supply of spare parts.  solar refrigerators are an option for

remote facilities without access to reliable electricity or fuel supplies.  

solar 

Domestic refrigerators are not as reliable or efficient as medical refrigerators,

but are often more easily available and less costly.  they may be of the compression

or absorption type, and are typically front-opening with poorly insulated magnetic

seals.  Because domestic refrigerators are usually poorly insulated, internal

temperatures can rise quickly during power failures and result in uneven

temperature distribution, including cold spots in some parts of the unit.  domestic

refrigerators may be a suitable option when high-quality ac power is available and

reliability is not critical.  

standard domestic 

absorption absorption refrigerators require a heat source, which is typically either a

kerosene or propane burner, but can also be supplied by an electric resistive heater.

Kerosene refrigerators are more difficult to control than propane refrigerators, and

electric absorption refrigerators are typically less efficient.  absorption refrigerators

have similar disadvantages to domestic compression refrigerators, and are only a

suitable option when fuel is readily available, when the electricity supply is

inadequate, and when reliability is not critical.  

hybrid hybrid absorption/compression refrigerators can operate on either

electricity or gas.  these refrigerators offer the flexibility of operating on whichever

energy source is available at the lowest cost.  they are a good option for any type 

of small facility with inconsistent electrical power—provided the facility has access 

to fuel.
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for help selecting a dedicated power source to meet the needs of your vaccine refrigerator, see figure B-1, which

contains information from Polar Power, inc.  and a study conducted by the ministry of health indonesia and the

Program for appropriate technology in health (Path).

Figure b-1  

cRiteRia FoR vaccine ReFRigeRatoR eneRgy SouRce Selection

START

IS GRID ELECTRICITY 
AVAILABLE?

IS THE SUPPLY
RELIABLE ENOUGH

TO MEET YOUR 
NEEDS?

USE AN AC
ELECTRIC

REFRIGERATOR

IS KEROSENE OR
PROPANE

AVAILABLE?

IS THE QUALITY
HIGH (NO

CONTAMINANTS)

IS THE SUPPLY
RELIABLE ENOUGH

TO MEET YOUR
NEEDS?

IS THE DELIVERED
PRICE REASONABLE?

USE PHOTOVOLTAIC
POWERED

REFRIGERATORS

USE KEROSENE OR
PROPANE

REFRIGERATORS

YES YES

YESYES

YESNONONO

NO

YES

SOURCE: "Solar Powered Refrigerators - Summary Sheet." Polar Power Inc.
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____________________________ 

____________________________ 

____________________________ 

APPENDIX C
Sample Energy Consumption Log

the blank energy consumption log should be placed by all appliances that use energy so you and your staff can track

energy use.  either you or an appointed member of your staff should collect these once a week to reconcile the

amount of energy actually used to what you planned to use and adjust accordingly (for example, if the microscope is

used 4 more hours a day than planned, make sure there is enough power—either through cutting back on usage, or

by not using some other equipment).

equipment:  

wattage:      

week:          

Day and Date time Started time Finished name of Staff total time

TOTAL
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APPENDIX D
Operation and Maintenance Tasks for a Solar Battery System 

almost all energy systems that are

not completely grid connected,

including those that are connected

to an unreliable grid, are based on

batteries and other electrical

equipment with limited lifetimes.

Batteries have quite a variable life

expectancy, and are expensive.  

they can last over five years, but 

can also last only six months if

improperly maintained.  Part of 

the responsibilities of your energy

management team is to assure 

that the batteries are maintained

correctly, to extend their lifetime as

long as possible.  When used with a

solar power system, basic battery

maintenance includes making sure

that batteries are working properly,

they are clean and not corroding,

and that the energy is being

delivered to recharge the batteries

on a regular basis equal to the loads

on the batteries.  

Basic system operation: Batteries are

the heart of any solar power system

as they deliver available energy

whenever it is needed regardless if 

it is sunny or not.  Batteries like to

operate in a partial state of charge.

the battery life span will be greatly

extended if the battery is operated

in the range of 50% to 90% of full

charge.  discharging the battery

below 40% will reduce the number

of cycles the battery will perform. 

a discharged battery must be 

re-charged as soon as possible.  the

use of an engine in the case of a

hybrid system is one way to get the

battery back to a charged position.

a large group or bank of batteries

should be equalized so that all

batteries reach full charge every 

few months.  this uses more water

but is important to prevent weak

cells from developing.  

cleaning batteries: Batteries must be

kept clean and free from corrosion

on the terminals.  cleaning terminals

and adding distilled water to

batteries  is dangerous and requires

eye protection such as goggles or

safety glasses, and rubber gloves.

cleaning can be accomplished with

a wire brush and an alkaline solution

like baking soda.  there are special

greases that reduce corrosion by

coating metallic surfaces and

preventing oxygen from contacting

the metal.  

Battery storage and monitoring:

Batteries should be kept in a cool

place, spaced apart so that they can

eliminate any heat from charging or

discharging.  they must be checked

regularly for water consumption.

Water usage should be logged in a

maintenance log.  for very remote

sites, a solar still to create the

distilled water is a good idea.  a still

is easy to make and can also sterilize

instruments and drinking water.

distilling is critical as rural water

contains minerals that can destroy

the battery’s chemical properties

and reduce its ability to exchange

electrons and store energy.  

inspecting the system: it is important

to inspect the system on a

scheduled basis to ensure that the

system is functioning properly and

all parts are clean.  as the facility

manager, it is your job to either do

all the tasks below or to assign one

of your energy management team

members to complete them.

weekly maintenance

inspection: 

1. measure battery voltages in the

morning, noon, and night at the

same time each week (make

sure modules are clean and free

from dust and shade when

measurements are made).  

2. check electrical connections on

batteries, inverters, and charge

controllers.

3. check for corrosion and clean

terminals.

4. check water levels and fill up

(for lead-acid battery types only).  

5. record array voltage (and if

available) currents from solar

array to battery.  

6. ensure batteries are fully charged

on a regular basis.
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________________________________

monthly maintenance

inspection: 

1. check water volumes in flooded

batteries.

2. inspect battery connectors—

they should be free of corrosion

and not loose.

3. ensure that system is performing

in its capacity.

4. trace battery voltage for the

four weeks.

5. in large battery banks, equalize

the battery array by charging all

batteries to achieve equal

voltages.

6. for solar panels: check for

shading from growing trees or

new buildings—solar panels will

not work properly in the shade.

trees may need to be trimmed;

in the case of a new and larger

building, the solar panel may be

relocated.

annual inspection: 

1. conduct monthly inspection as

above.

2. check connectors on alternating

currents.

3. conduct current testing to

determine amps flowing from

modules to batteries and amps

flowing to inverter under a

constant load.

4. test battery capacity with

hydrometer or by load testing.

the sample inspection form 

below should be used on a 

weekly basis to log the system

performance.  your clinic’s energy

technician should be the one in

charge of checking the system and

should work with you to track the

system operation over time.  you

should keep these forms and show

them to an engineer or the system

installer when they come to do any

routine checks to make sure

everything is functioning correctly.

Sample inspection Form 

MONTH:
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APPENDIX E
Operation and Maintenance Tasks for a Generator System

Note: If  your facility is using a generator
system with battery back-up or a hybrid
solar/generator system, please use the
checklists and forms below in addition to
those found in Appendix D.  

for electricity generation, by far the

most common system for remote

locations is a diesel engine-

generator system.  although the

initial installation cost for diesel

generator systems may be attractive,

facility operators must deal with fuel

transportation, on-site fuel storage

issues, noise and pollution from

electric power generators, and price

volatility.  diesel engine-generator

set lifetimes depend on how the

systems are operated, and the level

of maintenance.  a well-maintained

diesel generator will typically last

about 25,000 operating hours

before it needs replacement or a

major overhaul.  

Part of your team’s duties is to not

only make sure the generator is

running well but also has fuel stored

for future use as well as spare parts

when it breaks down.  many

generators are connected to a

battery back-up so the generator

does not need to run 24 hours a

day.  one benefit of using a

generator with a battery system is

that it will allow discharged batteries

to be charged more quickly than

using a solar system.  

basic System operation: 

diesel engines run most efficiently 

at maximum power.  during periods

of low electric demand, engines

consume more fuel per unit of

electrical output and experience

additional wear and tear on the

engine.  in some cases, using multiple

smaller engine-generator sets

instead of a single large one may

improve efficiency and reduce

maintenance requirements.

inspecting the System:

it is important to inspect the system

on a scheduled basis to ensure that

the system is functioning properly

and all parts are clean.  Be sure to

keep the generator room clean and

free of any equipment not directly

associated with the generator.  as

the facility manager, it is your job 

to either do all the tasks below 

or to assign one of your energy

management team members to

complete them.

Daily maintenance inspection: 

1. check the unit hourly to make

sure all parts are moving

smoothly and that the system is

running efficiently.

2. track how much fuel is being

consumed daily by the generator,

and how many hours it runs.

3. maintain fuel and lubricating oil

levels and check to see how

much back up fuel you have 

in stock.  

periodic/as-needed

maintenance inspection 

(see manufacturer’s

recommendations): 

1. change oil and oil filter.

2. routine service by a qualified

mechanic: check and tighten

bolts, replace fuel filter.

3. conduct minor and major

overhauls at regular intervals.

4. manage hazardous materials

storage: diesel fuel, motor oil, 

and used motor oil disposal.

the sample inspection form 

below should be used on a 

daily basis to log the system

performance.  your clinic’s energy

technician should be the one in

charge of checking the system and

should work with you to track the

system operation over time.  you

should keep these forms and show

them to an engineer or the system

installer when they come to do any

routine checks to make sure

everything is functioning correctly.
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Sample Daily inspection Form 

WEEK:
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	operating manual that came withthe device.  appendix a includesa list of equipment commonlyused in many health carefacilities, with estimated energyconsumption levels of eachappliance or device.  •estimate how many hourseach piece of equipment isused every day.  Provide yourbest estimate of how manyhours per day energy-consumingequipment is used.  •calculate the total energyload of the facility each day.to measure total electricityconsumption, multiply thewattage for each appliance ordevice by the number of
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	table 1  calculating eneRgy loaD FoR compact FluoReScent lampS (cFlS)
	a
	a
	a
	b
	c
	D
	e(multiply columns bxcxD)

	energy-consuming Device
	energy-consuming Device
	# of Devices
	power Device consumption (watts)
	hours usedper Day
	energy consumedper Day (watt hours)

	Compact fluorescent light (CFL) bulbs
	Compact fluorescent light (CFL) bulbs
	8
	18
	8
	1,152 watt hours (= 8x18x8) or 1.2 kilowatt hours


	Do this calculation for all electricity-consuming appliances/devices in the facility, and add up the total number of watt hours used by all to determine theoverall energy usage, or system load per day.  A blank template for use in calculating the energy consumption at your facility can be found in Appendix A andonline at http://tools.poweringhealth.org/.  Though this calculation will not give an exact load estimate for your facility, it provides a good start and can bemodified as better information becomes 
	pRioRitize loaDSeach health clinic will have a mixtureof critical and less-critical loads.descriptions of key load categoriesare provided below.  •critical load: critical loads arethose appliances or energy-consuming facility services thatmust be running at all times.interruption or loss of power forcritical loads can endangerpatient’s lives.  for most rural oroff-grid health facilities, the mostcritical load will be a vaccinerefrigerator, which might alsostore blood and othermedications.  appendix B hasinf
	supply.  this refers to a singlesource of energy—such as adiesel generator or a batterybank—that is dedicated or usedfor only one critical load (e.g., alloperating room equipment) orone piece of critical equipment(e.g., vaccine refrigerator).  inthese cases, the operating roomor vaccine refrigerator would bewired directly to the generatoror solar power system—ensuringthat the critical equipmentreceives a reliable source ofpower at all times.•important load:refers toappliances/devices that areimportant as po
	candlelight or a lantern,  havingelectric lighting available clearlywould be the preferred option.other important loads includecomputers, printers, and radios.•non-critical load:  refers toappliances/devices that arehelpful but not essential.  thiscould include a fan to make apatient more comfortable on a hot evening, or an iron to press staff uniforms or bedding.off-duty staff needs or personaluse of equipment, such ascomputers, are also non-criticalload.  non-critical equipmentshould only be used if there
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	ensure that these priorities receivethe energy required.  Prioritizationof other loads in terms of essentialand non-critical will also need to beconducted so staff membersexplicitly understand how toallocate energy supplies in the eventof a power shortage.  
	eneRgy managementFoR cRitical loaDSeven though critical energy loads mayhave their own dedicated powersource, effective energy management isstill necessary—as it is for allelectricity-consuming appliances.  forexample, each time you open thevaccine refrigerator to take out an icepack, you likely will make therefrigerator consume more energy tomaintain the desired temperature.  Byplanning in advance, you can reducethe number of times the refrigerator isopened and therefore minimize itsenergy consumption.  
	eStimate FutuReRequiRementSWhen assessing energy loads, it willbe important to include informationabout appliances and devices thatwill be added to the health facility inthe near future (e.g., 12-18 months).this should include appliances thatyour facility plans to purchasedirectly, or is scheduled to receivefrom other sources such as agovernment agency or donororganization.  for each appliance/device it will be necessary toestimate expected energy usage—both watts and estimated hours tobe used per day—as yo
	calculate the current energy load.appendix a includes a section onestimating energy requirements forfuture appliances.this information will be useful indetermining whether there issufficient power available for thenew equipment, given present loads.if not, some appliance operationswill need to be curtailed or haltedaltogether, new power generationequipment added, or the installationof the new appliance will need to bedeferred until additional energysystem capacity is available.  
	Step 1 taSkS: Document facility energyneeds, establish criticalloads, and identifyadditional energyrequirements for thenear future.
	Figure
	Determining the critical load as part of a training session in haiti.
	diasu ,ineah ffeJ :otohP
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	SANITAS CLINIC the StaFF meaSuReS theiR eneRgy uSe 
	the sanitas head nurse and two nursing assistants make a list of all the equipment that uses energy in their facility and staffquarters, and try to find out how much power each piece of equipment consumes.   in some cases, they find the powerconsumption listed on a label on the bottom or side of the device; in other cases, they have to make a few phone calls.   thedistrict health office is able to give them some information; the service provider who installed their solar power system is alsohelpful at estim
	a
	a
	a
	b
	c
	D
	e(Multiply B x C x D) 
	F

	energy-consuming Device 
	energy-consuming Device 
	# of Devices
	powerconsumption(watts)
	hours used per Day
	energy consumedper Day (watthours)
	Device priority

	Blood bank refrigerator 
	Blood bank refrigerator 
	1 
	70 
	24 
	1,680 
	Important

	Blood analyzerchemistry
	Blood analyzerchemistry
	1 
	50 
	2 
	100 
	Important

	CFL bulbs, clinic(indoor lights) 
	CFL bulbs, clinic(indoor lights) 
	8 
	18 
	8 
	1,152 
	Important

	CFL bulbs, staffquarters (indoor lights) 
	CFL bulbs, staffquarters (indoor lights) 
	5 
	18 
	4 
	360 
	Non-Critical

	CFL bulbs lights) (outdoor
	CFL bulbs lights) (outdoor
	4 
	26 
	8 
	832 
	Important

	Clothes iron forbedding, sheets, clothes, etc.  towels,
	Clothes iron forbedding, sheets, clothes, etc.  towels,
	1 
	1,000 
	1 
	1,000 
	Non-Critical

	Examination (CFL) lamp
	Examination (CFL) lamp
	1 
	18 
	4 
	72 
	Important

	Laptop computer 
	Laptop computer 
	1 
	35 
	8 
	280 
	Important

	Microscope 
	Microscope 
	1 
	30 
	3 
	90 
	Important

	Operating table lights 
	Operating table lights 
	2 
	100
	3 
	600 
	Important

	Phone charger
	Phone charger
	1 
	20 
	6 
	120 
	Non-Critical

	Radio/cassette player 
	Radio/cassette player 
	1 
	60 
	18 
	1,080 
	Non-Critical

	vaccinerefrigerator/freezer 
	vaccinerefrigerator/freezer 
	1
	60
	24
	1,440 
	critical

	total loaD (in watt hours consumed per day)
	total loaD (in watt hours consumed per day)
	8,806 8.8 kwhor 

	Future Loads
	Future Loads

	Electronic machinecentrifuge
	Electronic machinecentrifuge
	1
	575
	2 
	1,150
	Important
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	STEP 2UNDERSTAND YOUR ENERGY SYSTEM
	in developing and implementing asuccessful energy managementprogram it is important tounderstand the nature of the energy system that is currentlypowering your facility and the“capacity,” or total potential power,of the system.  understanding thetotal amount of power available toyou, and coupling this with thepower needs of your facility asdetermined in step 1, enables youto manage your energy suppliesmore effectively to meet demand.  how Do you get youRpoweR?your energy system will generally fallinto one o
	ideally, where a national orregional grid connection isavailable, your facility should beable to obtain the amount ofelectricity it needs for dailyoperations.  as your energydemand increases, the utilityshould be able to meet yourneeds.  in many countries,however, the local electricity grid can have power shortages,blackouts, and brownouts, making your energy supplyunreliable.  in these instances, aback-up power generation orstorage source such as a dieselgenerator and/or a renewableenergy-based system may 
	2.partial-grid electricity,whereby the facility is connected to a local power producer or alocally operated grid.  this powercan also have reliability issues,and may therefore require aback-up energy system.3.no grid, or off-grid power,where your facility utilizes on-site power generation.  for smaller off-grid healthfacilities with relatively low loadrequirements, a solar powersystem that is properly designedand maintained often providesthe most economical source ofpower.  for larger facilities, adiesel ge
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	a brief description of typical on-site  energy systems that canservice rural health clinics isprovided in table 2.  in general, this guide focuses on option 3above—rural or off-grid healthfacilities that are required togenerate their own electricity toprovide energy for lighting, criticalmedical equipment, refrigeration,office and communicationsfunctions, and other purposes.however, much of the informationin this manual also applies tofacilities connected to a grid,particularly in cases where batteryback-up
	table 2bRieF oveRview oF on-Site eneRgy SyStemS 
	photovoltaicS (pv):PV panels convert sunlight directly into direct currentelectricity.  PV panels, having no moving parts, are highly reliable, long lived, andrequire little maintenance.  In addition, PV panels are highly modular.  It is easy toassemble PV panels into an array that can meet any given size load.  The maindisadvantage of PV is that it has a relatively high capital cost up front— though thesecosts are rapidly declining.  Despite the high initial costs, especially for small systems,PV is often 
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	delivered and installed.  the powerrating tells you the equipment’selectricity generating capacity.  youcan calculate the amount of energythat the equipment produces in aday by multiplying the capacity bythe number of hours that theequipment generates electricity, asshown in the examples below.for diesel engine generators, powerratings are provided in kilovolt-amperes (kVa).  you can convert thekVa rating into kilowatts bymultiplying the kVa by thegenerator’s power factor (generallyestimated at 0.8) to get 
	to enhance renewable energysystem availability, batteries often areadded to store energy producedand make it available when therenewable energy resource is notavailable, e.g., when the sun is notshining or wind is not blowing.  thestorage capacity of batteries istypically provided in amp hours(ah).  When multiplied by thebattery’s nominal voltage (e.g., two,six, or twelve volts), this gives thestorage capacity of the battery inkilowatt-hours.  for example, a 200ah, 12 V battery can store up to2,400 watt-hou
	this information will help toprioritize limited energy resources,to determine if there is any power left over for running existing appliances for longerperiods of time throughout the day, and whether the energy system has sufficient capacity tohandle new equipment.if in this process you find that you do not have sufficient powersupply, a number of alternativesexist.  these can include: loadshedding of non-critical equipment;developing schedules for when you can and cannot use certainappliances/devices; and,
	Step 2 taSkS: Understand your energysystem’s capacity andhow it compares to yourfacility’s energy demand. 
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	How Long Will My Power Last?
	Renewable energy resourcessuch as the sun, the wind,and the water are free—but not always available when they areneeded.   Facilities need to plan ahead for times when therenewable energy resource(s) are not at full potential.  Thepower produced by locally based renewable energy systemsdepends in part on the capacity of those systems to store andthen deliver energy later, as needed.  During times when therenewable resources (the sun for PV and solar thermal, wind forwindpower, and running water for hydropow
	For diesel or gas generators, there can be interruptions in supply of diesel due to budget constraints or deliverychallenges.  Facility staff need to work in concert with theirmaintenance staff to predict when those occasions will occur, and use energy accordingly.  Each facility needs to do its owncalculations about how long its fuel will last.  This will depend onthe nature of the power system, combined with the nature ofenergy use.   This is similar to asking how long it will take to use up a full tank o
	SANITAS CLINIC managing eneRgy Supply 
	as noted in the prior sanitas example, the clinic has a total load of 8,806 kilowatt-hours per day.  this includes 7,366kWh/day to meet general energy needs, and 1,440 kWh/day for the clinic’s most critical load—the vaccine refrigerator.sanitas currently operates two solar power systems:•a dedicated solar panel and battery to meet the needs of the 1,440 kWh/day consumption level of the vaccinerefrigerator.•the main solar power system, which provides the facility with 7,500 kWh/day to meet the bulk of the cl
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	STEP 3ESTABLISH YOUR ENERGYMANAGEMENT TEAM
	With knowledge of the facility’senergy needs and supply availability,the next step is to formulate anenergy team to establish andimplement sound energymanagement practices.  this involves the following steps: •make a facility commitment tomanage energy use effectively.  •form a dedicated energy teamto deliver results.  •ensure the team has the trainingand tools to do the job.  •engage other groups outside thefacility that have a role to play inensuring success.  make a Facilitycommitment to manageeneRgy uSe
	country’s health care facilities andinfrastructure support (e.g., theminister of health or designate,regional health program director,etc.).  this will help to raise thevisibility of the facility’s energymanagement program in thecountry, establish a channel forreporting progress, offer a model for other health care facilities in thecountry and region, and potentiallyassist in securing additional resourcesfor facility program expansion.  FoRm youR eneRgymanagement team sound energy management reliesfirst and
	the facility’s energy system meetshealth care needs on a day-to-daybasis.  the number of teammembers will vary depending on the facility’s size.  each energyteam member should understand his role and responsibilities,and beempowered to perform her energymanagement tasks.  these tasks will be a small part of their overallwork responsibilities as health care providers.  at a minimum, the core teamshould consist of the following: •Facility energy manager:the facility energy manager playsa critical role in the 
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	although energy management isonly one of the facility manager’smany responsibilities, it is vital tothe facility’s ability to providehealth care services.  themanager has the ultimateauthority to make decisionsregarding energy use in thefacility, and is responsible forselecting energy team membersand assigning their roles.  •Facility energy monitor:the medical staff will be themain users of the equipment andso it is important that they arerepresented on the managementteam in a monitoring capacity.the facili
	Figure
	clinic staff review the energy system at a health facility in burundi.  
	iPenus ,namrettar tlaW :otohP
	system works, and has thetechnical skills and knowledge toperform routine operation andmaintenance tasks, includingminor repairs as necessary.  thefacility technician can identifymaintenance or repair tasks thatrequire a professional technician.the technician is also responsiblefor the system manuals, and forkeeping an inventory of spareparts for the system.  the facilityenergy technician reports to thefacility manager for energy-related responsibilities.  •external energy Serviceproviders: the external ene
	include a meeting with staff todiscuss the energy system’soperation.  the energy serviceprovider also must be availableto respond quickly to unplannedservice requests from the facility.often, the energy serviceprovider may work through acontract with the health facilityto perform these services.  additionally, other members of yourcore energy team may be added asappropriate based on your facilityenergy needs and situation.  table 3provides an illustrative list of theroles and responsibilities of variousmemb
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	table 3  illuStRative RoleS anD ReSponSibilitieS oF the health FacilityeneRgy management team
	Facility eneRgy manageR Example: facility director/manager, head doctor or head nurse  
	•Develop and enforce facility energy management practice guidelines•Manage funds for system operation and maintenance•Select energy team members•Assign energy-related roles and responsibilities to energy team members and facility staff•Ensure facility staff have the skills and knowledge necessary to complete their energy-related assignments•Communicate with energy service providers for technical issues the staff cannot address•Communicate with higher-level management within the government or donororganizati
	Facility eneRgy monitoR Example: nursing assistants,vaccine administrators       
	•Monitor energy use (record hours of equipment used in an energy log) •Make sure that energy is used efficiently •Label outlets and ensure that equipment is used properly•Inform facility staff and patients about energy-related issues as appropriate •Work with facility energy manager to ensure that the staff and local community realizethe value and benefits of your clinic's energy system
	Facility eneRgy technician Example: technical or logisticalperson in charge of equipment
	•Develop energy system operation and maintenance plan•Oversee operation and regular maintenance of energy system •Keep records with system operation and maintenance logs•Report operation and maintenance issues to management •Perform periodic equipment maintenance checks and tasks•Protect the system and energy components (including light bulbs) from tampering or theft•Use emergency shutdown procedures and meet safety requirements as needed 
	all Facility StaFF
	•Understand the facility energy management plan and contribute to plan implementation(e.g., shutting off lights and equipment when not in use)•Contribute ideas for improving energy management in the facility
	eneRgy engineeR
	•Provide technical expertise and training to facility managers and staff•Ensure equipment and service meet quality standards•Collect and review system logs filled out by facility technician•Perform periodic maintenance checks and service•Respond to repair service requests•Ensure that installed equipment meets design requirements
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	tRain the Facility eneRgymanagement teammanaging your facility's energy use requires group involvement, and a sense of ownership andresponsibility by all facility staffmembers.  all staff must understandthe role of energy in the facility'sability to provide health careservices.  it is possible that staffmembers do not have access tomodern energy resources at home,which may tempt them to use thefacility's energy system for personaluse.  some staff members may nothave experience using electricalappliances and
	accord, so a concerted effort toidentify training funds may berequired.  additional informationsources are provided in thereferences and resources section at the end of this document.  different levels of training areappropriate for different membersof the health care facility staff.  these include:•understanding the energysystem [for all staff] •recording energy use [for all staff]•operation and maintenancetraining [for the facility energytechnician]the facility energy manager shouldparticipate in all of t
	to use the energy system properlyand avoid misuse.•Behavioral training:how staffbehavior impacts energyproduction and use, and theimportance of energy efficiencyand energy conservation.  therole of energy logs andmaintenance checklists and whatthe labels mean on circuits andplugs in your facilities.  Basicwiring and labeling of energy-using appliances and why this isimportant.
	planning FoR electRical loaDShealth care facility staff mustunderstand that if a room has beenwired with outlets specifically designedfor high-voltage equipment or criticalloads (such as in the lab in the diagramon p. 4), these appliances cannot bemoved to another room with standardoutlets.  each piece of medical orelectrical equipment has specificelectrical requirements that must bemet for the system to operate safelyand effectively.  in one facility in ethiopia, facilitydirectors reorganized their facilit
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	Recording energy use•Energy monitoring:Propermonitoring of facility energyconsumption, data recording, useof energy logs, reportingprocedures, and otheradministrative responsibilities.•Equipment familiarization:understanding of each piece of equipment and its energyneeds, identification of criticalequipment and its requirements;and how to label plugs andoutlets.  training courses should beapproximately 3-4 hours in lengthand should be repeated yearly.more details on specific tasks areprovided in steps 4 and
	components from tampering or theft.  energy technician training sessions will generally be longer in length asthey cover more technical details.depending on the technical skillsdesired, technical training couldrange from a day to several months.  training materials can be found athttp://www.poweringhealth.org/topics/ training/index.shtml engage outSiDeoRganizationS anDcommunity membeRS inyouR eneRgy managementteamdecisions that affect your facility’senergy use are made every day bypeople in many different h
	health program managers, etc.).these entities are involved insetting policies related to acountry’s health facilities andinfrastructure support, makingpurchasing decisions that affectsystem design and operationbudgets, approving designproposals and operation plans,establishing and enforcingpolicies and standards forequipment maintenance andefficiency measures, managingcommunications with technicalconsultants and fundinginstitutions, and providingconsistency when staffingchanges occur.•Representatives of int
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	FiguRe aa typical eneRgy management team’S StRuctuRe
	National GovernmentInternational and National DonorsNational EnergyCoordinatorService SuppliersHealth FacilityManagerHealth FacilityStaffLocal CommunityFACILITY
	•Members of the private sector.these organizationsmanufacture, market, and sell energy equipment and end-use appliances.  also, banks maybe involved in system finance.•Local community members.members of the local communityshould understand that theenergy generated by the facilitycontributes to delivery of
	essential health services, such asvaccinations.  misusing the energysystem, for example, by payingclinic staff to charge a cell phonebattery at night or iron clothesmay mean that the clinic has nopower the next day whenmedical attention is needed.  
	Step 3 taSkS: Identify energy teammembers both withinand outside the facility,assign their roles andresponsibilities, andprovide necessarytraining.
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	CASESTUDY
	Solar-PoweredEnergy SystemTraining Lessons Learned
	Figure
	micobee health clinic is a small clinic located in a remote interiorarea of guyana.  the clinic serves 360 residents and 300 minersfrom a small village, with one part-time health worker on staff (thesame person also staffs a nearby clinic with no electricity).  a smallphotovoltaic system was installed to power a communication radio,an indoor light, and an outdoor security light.    When the photovoltaic system was installed at the clinic, the localhealth worker was not given any training on the system. he w
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	SanitaS clinic eStabliSheS itS eneRgy management team 
	the head nurse at sanitas clinic creates an energy management team consisting of the following members: •team manager: head nurse •energy monitor: assistant nurse 1 •energy record-Keeper: assistant nurse 2 •energy technician: office manager •community coordinator: Vaccine administrator as the team manager, the head nurse is responsible for making sure that the rest of the team understands andcarries out their duties.  she is also responsible for contacting any outside organizations (the ministry of health,d
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	STEP 4OPERATE AND MAINTAINYOUR ENERGY SYSTEM
	sound operation and maintenance(o&m) practices are essential toensure that your energy systemperforms as expected.  Properimplementation of the o&m planhas proven to be one of the mostchallenging aspects of health facilityenergy system improvementprograms.  insufficient o&m funding,training, and load enforcement oftenlead to system failure in short order.alternatively, if a well-designed o&m plan is implemented, benefitswill include: •Keeping the system in goodworking order.•guaranteeing that the system isw
	this should be based in part on themanuals provided with your energyequipment.  o&m plan preparationshould be led by the facility energytechnician, with assistance providedby the equipment service provideras needed.  an effective o&m plan includes thefollowing: •labeling and wiring of critical andnon-critical equipment.  •identifying and conductingroutine o&m activities.  •creating an inventory of spareparts.  •setting up a dedicated budgetfor energy system o&m costs.•addressing theft prevention.  •Preparin
	staff avoid damaging the wiring in your building by plugging thewrong equipment into thewrong outlets.  •clearly label all critical loads andmake sure that they have adedicated power outlet that isalso labeled.  •clearly label all circuit breakersand power connectors in theequipment room in case thepower needs to be disconnectedor the power in one part of thefacility needs to be shut off.  •ask your equipment serviceprovider to check the wiring inyour building to make sure thatdevices with high powerconsump
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	supply to the appliances andoutdated wiring which can leadto low voltage, high conductortemperatures, intermittentpower supply, and electrical fires.•Post wiring diagrams of thesystem in the room with theenergy generating equipment.even if staff do not participate in system operations andmaintenance, it is important that they know where theinformation is located so thatthey can direct a technician tothe diagram for repairs or in an emergency.  •Post operation and maintenanceinstructions for all devices in t
	Figure
	this outlet is clearly labelled for the use of a specific piece of electrical equipment.Photo: Jeff haeni, usaid
	cReating checkliStS FoReFFective SyStem opeRationanD maintenancea checklist of o&m tasks for yourenergy system should be developedas part of the energy managementplan.  the list should include specificactivities to be conducted for eachkey piece of energy systemequipment, such as generators,photovoltaic panels, batteries,controllers, and inverters; and foreach appliance and device, such aslighting and medical equipment.  thelist should include a schedule andidentify a specific person responsiblefor each tas
	FiguRe b  gooD wiRing iS eSSential,but baD wiRing iS common
	Figure
	the pins on this autoclave plug have been taped by staff so it can be used in an outlet designed for low-voltage appliances. this practicecould damage the equipment.  Photo: Walt ratterman, sunePi
	Figure
	poor wiring is typical of many clinics, posing a serious safety hazard.Photo: Jeff haeni, usaid
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	table 4Sample opeRationS anD maintenance checkliSt FoR oFF-gRiD SyStemS 
	task
	task
	task
	Frequency
	Responsible Staff member

	The Energy System
	the eneRgy SyStem

	Monitoring and log keeping of system use
	Monitoring and log keeping of system use
	Daily
	Facility Technician

	TR
	Training in emergency shutdown procedures
	Periodic
	Facility Manager & Energy Technician

	TR
	Maintaining a spare parts inventory
	Daily
	Energy Technician

	Lighting
	lighting

	Check electrical connections
	Check electrical connections
	Weekly
	Energy Technician

	TR
	Clean lamps to maintain brightness levels
	Weekly
	Energy Technician

	TR
	Replace burned out lamps and ballasts
	As needed
	Energy Technician

	Medical End Use Equipment
	meDical enD uSe equipment

	Follow manufacturer's maintenance recommendations
	Follow manufacturer's maintenance recommendations
	Daily
	Facility Medical Staff

	Clean equipment, and check for worn insulation on electrical wires and looseelectrical connections
	Clean equipment, and check for worn insulation on electrical wires and looseelectrical connections
	Weekly
	Facility Medical Staff

	TR
	Check that power quality is sufficient.  If power quality deteriorates, it may benecessary to invest in power conditioning equipment (i.e., UPS)
	Monthly
	Energy Technician

	Batteries
	batteRieS(may be part of a back-up system)

	Check electrical connections
	Check electrical connections
	Weekly
	Energy Technician

	Check for corrosion and clean terminals
	Check for corrosion and clean terminals
	Weekly
	Energy Technician

	Check water levels and top up (for lead acid battery types only)
	Check water levels and top up (for lead acid battery types only)
	Weekly
	Energy Technician

	Ensure that batteries are fully charged on a regular basis
	Ensure that batteries are fully charged on a regular basis
	Weekly
	Energy Technician

	Replace the battery bank
	Replace the battery bank
	Typically every 3–5 years (lead acid) and 5–10years for (sealed gel) if well maintained
	Energy Service Provider

	Manage hazardous materials storage and disposal: recycle spent batteries, manage electrolyte spills for lead-acid batteries
	Manage hazardous materials storage and disposal: recycle spent batteries, manage electrolyte spills for lead-acid batteries
	As needed
	Energy Technician & Energy Service Provider

	Generators
	geneRatoRS

	Maintain fuel and lubricating oil levels
	Maintain fuel and lubricating oil levels
	Weekly
	Energy Technician

	Change oil and oil filter 
	Change oil and oil filter 
	See manufacturer's recommendations
	Energy Technician & Energy Service Provider

	Routine servicing: check and tighten bolts, replace fuel filter
	Routine servicing: check and tighten bolts, replace fuel filter
	Periodic
	Energy Technician

	Conduct minor and major overhauls at regular intervals
	Conduct minor and major overhauls at regular intervals
	Periodic
	Energy Technician & Energy Service Provider

	Manage hazardous materials storage: diesel fuel, motor oil; and used motor oil disposal*
	Manage hazardous materials storage: diesel fuel, motor oil; and used motor oil disposal*
	As needed
	Energy Technician

	Photovoltaic Panels
	photovoltaic panelS

	Clean solar panels with water and a soft cloth—do this task with care in the morningor evening; solar panels and rooftops will be extremely hot during peak sun hours
	Clean solar panels with water and a soft cloth—do this task with care in the morningor evening; solar panels and rooftops will be extremely hot during peak sun hours
	Daily during the dry season; monthly in less dusty areas/seasons
	Energy Technician

	Check system wiring for loose connections/corrosion
	Check system wiring for loose connections/corrosion
	Weekly
	Energy Technician

	Check all fuses and circuit breakers
	Check all fuses and circuit breakers
	Weekly
	Energy Technician

	For systems equipped with adjustable mounting racks, the array must be seasonally adjusted
	For systems equipped with adjustable mounting racks, the array must be seasonally adjusted
	Quarterly
	Energy Technician

	Check the array for shading from growing trees or new buildings; the solar panel willnot work properly if it is in the shade.  Trees may need to be removed or, in thecase of a larger building, the solar panel relocated.  Also look for dirt and debris.
	Check the array for shading from growing trees or new buildings; the solar panel willnot work properly if it is in the shade.  Trees may need to be removed or, in thecase of a larger building, the solar panel relocated.  Also look for dirt and debris.
	Quarterly
	Energy Technician

	Battery Charge Controller
	batteRy chaRge contRolleR(may be part of a back-up system)

	Check electrical connections
	Check electrical connections
	Weekly
	Energy Technician

	Inverters
	inveRteRS(may be part of a back-up system)

	Check settings
	Check settings
	Weekly
	Energy Technician

	Check electrical connections
	Check electrical connections
	Weekly
	Energy Technician

	Replace
	Replace
	Typically every 5–7 years
	Energy Service Provider


	* Note that fuel and oil can be extremely flammable so it is important that there is never any smoking or possibility of sparks near the generator.  If you do not expect touse the generator for over 21 days, completely drain the fuel tank.  When disposing of used oil or old fuel, collect in sealed containers (e.g., oil drums); do not dump oil andleftover fuel into the ground or rivers.  
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	iDentiFying whenbatteRy capacity iS lowin energy systems that utilize batteries,it is important that the operator is fullyaware when the battery capacity isdangerously low, or approaching thatpoint.  most inverters includeprogrammable low Voltage cutoffPoints that will disconnect all of theloads when the batteries reach acertain voltage (seek help from anenergy expert for initial setup).  toprovide further protection, you can: (a) program this setting to disconnectautomatically the loads requiring ahigher v
	maintenance logs should becompleted for all on-site energysupply equipment.  these logs serveas a record that maintenance andservice was performed on thesystem, and provides a way forfacility staff and service providers tocommunicate.  service providerscan review the logs to help identifytechnical problems with the energysystem, or problems with the waythe system is being used oroperated.  the logs also provide ahistorical record of the energysystem that can be used in planningsystem expansions or otherimpr
	special o&m considerations arerequired for any system usingstorage batteries.  typical problemsinclude: •improper battery maintenance:Keep batteries clean and free of corrosion.•improper battery operation:make sure the batteries areoperating in a partial state of charge—between 50% and90% of their total capacity.allowing the battery state ofcharge to fall regularly below40% shortens the total life of a battery.•faulty solar charge controllingequipment or loose wires in thesolar panel connections.appendices 
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	than optimal output, or could stopaltogether.  these situations will costthe health care facility in terms ofpatients that cannot be adequatelytreated.  the clinic also pays in termsof time and money.  millions ofdollars worth of energy systems sitidle at developing country healthfacilities because of inadequateplanning for spare parts.in many instances, replacing a sparepart may not be expensive, butwithout the specific item on hand,the costs can add up quickly.Waiting to purchase parts whenthey fail may s
	bypass the fuse or make otherinappropriate repairs that couldcause more serious damage to thesystem.  By planning in advance tohave replacement parts readilyavailable you reduce risks to clinicoperations.another benefit of keeping a spareparts inventory is that you canpurchase the parts as your budgetallows, rather than having to makean emergency purchase when fundsmay not be available.check your system manuals andwork with your energy serviceprovider to determine which partsto include in the spare partsinv
	stocked and up to date will enableyou to have the right parts and toolsavailable when you need them.recording stock levels will also helpto prevent theft, and warn you in atimely manner if thefts do occur.  table 5 provides a sample listing ofspare parts, supplies, and tools forcommonly used solar electric anddiesel generator systems.  note thatall maintenance and servicing shouldbe conducted in accordance withthe manufacturer’s instructions foryour equipment.  maintenanceprocedures that require disassembly
	table 5RecommenDeD SpaRe paRtS anD SupplieS FoR DieSel anD photovoltaic SyStemS
	Diesel generator
	Diesel generator
	Diesel generator
	photovoltaic System
	batteries

	•fuel filter•air filter•lubrication oil•engine coolant•oil•transfer switches•Voltage regulator•starter•Belts•Battery cables
	•fuel filter•air filter•lubrication oil•engine coolant•oil•transfer switches•Voltage regulator•starter•Belts•Battery cables
	•spare fuses •Wire nuts •Wire•mild detergent for cleaning solarpanels with water•spare switches•connector strips•energy efficient lightbulbs
	•distilled water •Baking soda to neutralize spilledbattery acid; vinegar if working withalkaline batteries•Petroleum jelly to protect batteryterminals•sandpaper to clean corrodedbattery terminals•spare battery terminals
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	CASESTUDY
	Ababa HealthClinic, EthiopiaHYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE
	Figure
	the ababa health clinic is located near a provincial center in ethiopia.  since the electricity supply coming from the nearby town is variable anduncertain, the clinic relies on a solar PV system and a diesel-poweredgenerator to provide electricity for its basic services—which include lighting,refrigeration, and a wall outlet that is often used to charge a cell phone.  the ababa clinic director (or manager) is in charge of maintaining the PVsystem, checking daily to make sure the batteries are charged.  she
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	eStabliShing a DeDicateDo&m buDget the routine monitoring, operation,and maintenance tasks outlinedearlier in this chapter will costrelatively little beyond the staffsalaries already being supported bythe facility, especially if yourequipment service provider hasbeen contracted by the governmentor supporting organization toprovide regular checkups as part ofa service package.  nonetheless,there will be ongoing costsassociated with the energyequipment and it will be critical that an o&m budget be established
	being an eyesore and anenvironmental liability.•miscellaneous items—light switches, circuitbreakers, power supplies,surge protectors, etc.  •Photovoltaic systemcomponents—theinverter and chargecontroller, which are oftenimported, should last upto 10 years.  PV panelsshould last approximately20 to 25 years whenproperly used andmaintained.Batteries and other PVsystem components areexpensive one-timeexpenditures.  health facilitiesand ministries of health mustbegin budgeting for theirreplacement at the time of
	Ensuring that sufficient funds are available to cover lifetimemaintenance and replacement costs—which may be required after the donor community has left—can pose a significant challenge.
	Figure
	at the clinique Des maladiesinfectieuses in haiti, an inverter was notfunctioning because the battery cableshad been stolen.  placing the batteries ina locked compartment helps todiscourage theft.
	diasu ,ineah ffeJ  :otohP
	Figure
	installing theft-resistant solar panelframes on a clinic roof in haiti.  
	iPenus ,namrettar tlaW :otohP
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	actions that can be taken to reducetheft include:•Proper installation of solarsystems.•routine system maintenance.•tamper-free mountings to makeit difficult to remove the systems.•Putting ground-based PV systemsin a locked area.  also, cages canbe used to protect batteries.  it isimportant to remember that theuse of theft-prevention measuressuch as cages or locked areasshould not interfere with theability of the system to produceand deliver power.
	Figure
	Staff at this site in Senegal built a cageto protect their solar panels from theft,but by covering the panels they reducedthe amount of power their system couldproduce. a different configuration couldhave protected the panels withoutinterfering with their function.Photo: Pam Baldinger, usaid
	Perhaps the most successful way toreduce theft is to engage the activesupport of the local community.  it is important for your team tocommunicate that theft of the
	energy system will have negativeconsequences, such as a reduction in local health care services.community support, involvement,and appreciation of energy systemshave been shown to reduce the risk of theft.pRepaRing FoR the woRStcaSe ScenaRioa standard set of back-upprocedures should be put in place in event of the worst-casescenario—when the on-site energysystem fails.  standard back-upprocedures include:   •deciding when it is advisable ornecessary to operate the back-up generator (if you have one).  •maki
	•developing a plan for dealingwith unscheduled maintenance,including setting aside emergencyfunds for repairs and other back-up options for critical loads.  •Knowing whom to call for help ifthe system cannot be fixed byyour team.
	Step 4 taSkS: Create your facility’sO&M plan 
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	SanitaS clinic eStabliSheS an o&m plansanitas clinic has had its solar energy system for about a year.  it was installed by a solar engineer whose business headquartersare in the nearest large town.  the ministry of health overseeing the clinic made sure that the engineer signed a contract with theministry to perform periodic maintenance checks as well as respond to service calls as needed, for a five-year period.  for thisservice the ministry of health pays the engineer a flat sum; unexpected service calls
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	Figure
	iinnssttaalllliinngg  ssoollaarr  ppaanneellss  oonn  aa  cclliinniicc  iinn  lliibbeerriiaa..    
	nnooiittaaddnnuuooff  nnoottnniillcc  ,,aaddnnaahhccnnaamm  VVaarruuaagg  ::oottoohhPP
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	STEP 5IMPROVE ENERGY USE
	once you understand your facility’s energy demand, you canstart to consider ways to reduce the demand without reducing thequality of services provided by theequipment.  reducing demandlowers the cost of fuel as well as the cost of operating andmaintaining the system, and maymake it possible to add newequipment to your facility toimprove the health services youprovide.  you can control and reduceenergy demand in three ways:energy monitoring; purchasingenergy-efficient appliances; andmanaging staff behavior. 
	energy consumption equates to more cost effective power systems and smallerexpenditures on fuel andelectricity.•staff behavior is key toconserving energy.  there are many ways to reduceelectricity usage withoutcompromising the quality ofhealth services, including simplesteps such as remembering toturn off appliances when theyare not in use.  Why use morepower than you need to,especially when it is there only to help patients and is already in short supply?eneRgy monitoRingenergy monitoring involvesdevelopin
	If You Can Measure It…You Can Manage It 
	•signal increases or changes inenergy use—for example, energydemand is increasing due tosome new development orchange in staff behavior, orappliances are aging andbecoming less efficient.•diagnose specific areas of energy waste.•track energy consumptiontrends (e.g., weekly, seasonal,operational).•control energy consumptionrather than accepting it as a fixed cost that the facility has no control over.  energy monitoring can beconducted in a number of ways.•manual monitoring.  as part of the o&m activities, t
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	•Know your base consumption.Base consumption is theconstant consumption whichgoes on in your facility, whetheror not anyone is actually there.this will reflect appliances onstandby or appliances that runcontinually, such as the vaccinerefrigerator.  if your baseconsumption is a large part of your overall energyconsumption, look at how manyappliances are on standby andwhether any of them can beturned off completely orunplugged when not in use.alternately, you may want toreplace these appliances withmore ener
	can also measure the standbyconsumption of appliances atyour facility.  (see figure c).  thisinformation should be enteredinto a daily log sheet that tracksthe amount of energy used perappliance.  (see table 6).  Whenthe log is complete, the energymonitor or staff member incharge of record-keeping shouldadd up the time spent using eachpiece of equipment and add thisinformation to a log bookmaintained in your facility.  theselog books are important for yourenergy management team andthe external engineer to b
	sample log sheet is providedbelow, with a blank templateprovided in appendix c.this information should be usedto track energy consumption ona weekly, monthly, and yearlybasis.  in cases where the energyused is greater than the energyproduced, you can go back tothese logs to identify whereenergy is being wasted by staff that may be spendingexcessive time on certain pieces of equipment.  finally, the information within the logs should be shared withregional managers, donororganizations, and ngos tofacilitate 
	table 6Sample eneRgy conSumption log FoR uSe oF DeSktop computeR
	Day and Date
	Day and Date
	Day and Date
	time Started
	time Finished
	name of Staff
	total time

	Monday 9/1
	Monday 9/1
	10:00 a.m.
	10:15 a.m.
	Josephine
	15 min.

	Monday 9/1
	Monday 9/1
	12:15 p.m.
	12:32 p.m.
	Josephine
	17 min.

	Tuesday 9/2
	Tuesday 9/2
	9:10 a.m.
	9:42 a.m.
	Paul
	32 min.

	Wednesday 9/3
	Wednesday 9/3
	9:40 a.m.
	10:20 a.m.
	Hady
	40 min.

	Wednesday 9/3
	Wednesday 9/3
	11:00 a.m.
	11:22 a.m.
	Vanessa
	22 min.

	Thursday 9/4
	Thursday 9/4
	2:00 p.m.
	2:35 p.m.
	Josephine
	35 min.

	Thursday 9/4
	Thursday 9/4
	4:00 p.m.
	4:40 p.m.
	John
	40 min.

	Friday 9/5
	Friday 9/5
	9:30 a.m.
	10:15 a.m.
	Hady
	45 min.

	TOTAL FOR WEEK OF 9/1
	TOTAL FOR WEEK OF 9/1
	246 min.
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	FiguRe c
	low-coSt DeviceS FoR meaSuRing applianceeneRgy uSe anD poweR Supply
	there are easy-to-use devices thatcan be utilized by staff to show theamount of energy consumed when anappliance is in use, and also when theappliance is in standby mode.  thesedevices can provide a cumulativereading of energy consumption perkwh (kilowatt hour), and they alsodisplay voltage, amps, and frequency.  three examples of such devices arethe “kill a watt,” the Sparometer,and the mains energy monitor.these meters, which are availableonline, range in price from uS$20 touS$100.  
	Figure
	eneRgy-eFFicientapplianceS energy-efficient appliances saveenergy, save money, enhanceperformance, and can result in fewermechanical problems, longerequipment life, and in many casesextended product warranties.When obtaining new appliances foryour facility—whether for examrooms, public areas, kitchens, offices,or staff quarters—energy-efficientoptions are the preferred way to go.  Selecting energy-efficientapplianceshigh-efficiency products exist for many types of equipment,appliances, and devices.  however
	organizations such as the unitedstates energy star program andenergy guide, the united Kingdom’senergy saving trust, and theeuropean union’s energy label,among others, rate productsaccording to their energy use orprovide minimum efficiencyguidelines.  almost all equipmentused in health facilities is nowavailable in an energy-efficientversion (e.g., vaccine refrigerators,fans, and microscopes).  Whenrequesting new equipment, devices,or appliances, always request thatyour ministry of health, donor, orngo part
	the cost savings generated over the life of the energy-savingproduct—as they requiresignificantly less electricity tooperate.  thus, those purchasingenergy-efficient appliances need tolook beyond the initial price tag, toinclude the operating costs over thelife of the product (or life-cyclecost).  an appliance's life-cycle costis a better indicator of the true costof the appliance than the purchaseprice because it accounts for allrelated expenses, including the initialinvestment, cost of operating andmainta
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	FiguRe D
	eneRgy eFFiciency labelS anD RatingS
	Figure
	Energy efficiency labels indicate that an organization has certifiedthat the equipment meets the organization's requirements forenergy efficiency.  For example, in the United States, equipmentcarrying the ENERGY STAR label means that it meets theminimum energy efficiency requirements set by the program.  Asimilar label called Energy Saving Recommended is certified bythe Energy Saving Trust in the United Kingdom.Energy efficiency rating labels provide information about theexpected energy consumption of a pie
	energy-efficient lighting health clinics typically requirelighting for three uses: specializedlighting for medical diagnosis and procedures, general lighting for indoor spaces, and securitylighting for indoor and outdoorspaces.  there are several lightingoptions available with varying costs and levels of efficiency:standard incandescent light bulbs;compact fluorescent lights (cfls)and tube fluorescents; and light-emitting diodes (leds), which are newer to the market.  evaluating these different optionsinvol
	initial cost, replacement cost,availability of power, and energyconsumption costs.  
	Figure
	examples of cFl bulbsPhoto: energy and security grouP
	table 7 provides a comparison ofvarious lighting options.  as the table demonstrates, thoughincandescent bulbs have the lowest purchase price, they usemore energy and must be replacedmore frequently than the moreefficient lighting alternatives.  the upfront costs for cfls, tubefluorescent bulbs, and leds arehigher than the incandescent bulbs,but they have a longer life span and consume less energy, loweringoverall energy costs.  choosing wiselyregardless of the power source,when choosing medical equipmentan
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	aim to purchase equipment with higher energy efficiency ratings.  if aninstrument with a lower wattagerating can accomplish the same taskas another instrument with a higherwattage rating, choose the lowerwattage option, even if it has ahigher initial cost.  in the long run,the lower wattage option is almostalways a better investment.  todaythere are low-wattage vaccinerefrigerators available with very highenergy efficiency, which are designedfor use by facilities in off-grid areas.regular domestic refrigera
	table 8 compares the equipmentefficiencies of various types ofmedical and office equipment.  the use of energy-intensive medicalequipment such as electric sterilizingequipment, X-ray machines, andincubators should be determinedbased on the energy supply youhave at the facility.  small facilities with solar electric systems areunlikely to provide sufficient powerfor this equipment.  larger facilitieswith diesel generators or withreliable periods of high-quality gridpower may be better suited forenergy-intens
	table 7lighting SyStemS compaRative analySiS
	incandescent
	incandescent
	incandescent
	Fluorescent (cFl)
	tube Fluorescent
	leD

	Lifespan (How many hours will the light bulb last?)
	Lifespan (How many hours will the light bulb last?)
	1,200
	10,000
	22,000
	60,000

	Watts per bulb (Wattage equivalent to 60w)
	Watts per bulb (Wattage equivalent to 60w)
	60
	14
	17
	6

	Cost per bulb
	Cost per bulb
	$1.25
	$2.98
	$6.43
	$15.98

	KWh of electricity used over 60,000 hours
	KWh of electricity used over 60,000 hours
	3,600
	840
	640
	360

	Electricity cost (at $US 0.20 per kWh)
	Electricity cost (at $US 0.20 per kWh)
	$720.00
	$168.00
	$102.00
	$72.00

	Bulbs needed for 60,000 hours of usage
	Bulbs needed for 60,000 hours of usage
	50
	6
	3
	1

	Equivalent 60,000 hour bulb expense
	Equivalent 60,000 hour bulb expense
	$62.50
	$17.88
	$19.29
	$15.98

	total cost for 60,000 hours of usage
	total cost for 60,000 hours of usage
	$792.50
	$185.88
	$121.29
	$87.98


	inteRnet SouRceS FoReneRgy-Saving pRoDuctSanD pRacticeS ENERGY STAR and Energy Guide: www.eere.energy.gov/fempEnergy Saving Trust:www.energysavingtrust.org.ukEU Energy Label:www.energy.euTopten:www.topten.info
	additionally, some types ofequipment are available in hand-powered versions, which may be a 
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	good choice if your facility has verylimited access to electricity.  forexample, a hand-powered centrifugecould be used in place of an electricone, a choice explained in the priorsanitas clinic example.  similarly,non-electric autoclaves should beconsidered for off-grid facilities.
	table 8compaRing equipment eFFiciencieS
	Many types of medical and office equipment are available at various levels of efficiency.  The following five examples illustrate wattages forhigh versus standard-efficiency models.  Standard-efficiency models will cost, in fuel or electricity, more than double or even triple the cost of the high-efficiency options to run on a daily basis.  Even if the high-efficiency refrigerator costs a few hundred dollars more than thestandard-efficiency option to purchase, the high-efficiency option will end up saving t
	equipment 
	equipment 
	equipment 
	high-efficiency model 
	Standard-efficiency model 

	computer 
	computer 
	20 – 40 Watts (laptop computer)
	40 – 80 Watts (desktop computerwithout monitor) 

	computer monitor 
	computer monitor 
	30 Watts (15” lcd monitor) 
	65 – 120 Watts (15–21” crt monitor)

	electric lamp 
	electric lamp 
	15 Watts (compact fluorescent or cfl) 
	60 Watts (incandescent withcomparable light output) 

	refrigerator/freezer
	refrigerator/freezer
	800 Wh/day 
	1,800 – 2,500 Wh/day 

	air conditioner
	air conditioner
	5,400 Wh/day
	8,170 Wh/day


	StaFF behavioR changing the behavior and attitudes of staff to improve energy management will beinstrumental in achieving success.Motivating Staff as a facility manager, the followingconcepts should be considered formotivating staff behavior.  
	•Link to job performance:considerincluding efficient individualenergy use as a responsibility inemployee job descriptions and asan effectiveness measure inperformance reviews.  also, addan energy efficiency componentto the roles and responsibilitiesfor each office, department, andstaff member.•Promote peer pressure:create asense of peer pressure, sharedresponsibility, and friendlycompetitiveness among staff touse less energy, find new ways ofsaving energy, and to use energywith restraint.
	•Build your team:as part of yourenergy management team-buildingprocess (step 3), make sure thateveryone in your facility feels partof an “energy saving team.”unifying all staff behind this goalwill help achieve results and teamscan then introduce improvedenergy strategies as a group.•Make energy efficiency a routine:Practice energy conservation and efficiency in daily staffactivities.  discuss energyconsumption and efficiencyissues during staff meetings.•Set targets and timetables:establish goals for reduci
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	achieving this.  for example, ashort-term goal could be toreduce overall energy use by 5%per month until your staff isfamiliar with energy managementand can readily incorporatethese routines into their day-to-day activities.  a longer-term goalcould be to reduce energy useby 10% across the facility in thenext year.  make sure all staffmembers are engaged inachieving this goal.•Conduct special group meetings:hold special team meetings tosolicit and discuss new energymanagement ideas.  encourageall staff to p
	Figure
	Using Less Means Moreusing less energy does not onlymean purchasing more energy-efficient equipment.  you can make abig difference by making a few smallchanges in how you and your staffuse equipment.  the facility’s energymonitor can lead strategies toreduce energy misuse and abuse,including these types of activities: •Non-authorized appliances:display lists of non-approvedappliances and devices that arenot allowed at the facility (e.g.,dVd player, televisions, etc.).enforce strict schedules for cellphone c
	uSing ReFRigeRatoRS anD FReezeRSenergy to power refrigerators andfreezers can account for a largeportion of a health care facility’senergy needs.  new, energy-efficientmodels of electric refrigerators andfreezers that use between 800 and1,500 watt-hours per day are suitablefor use with renewable energysystems.  self-powered refrigeratorsthat burn propane or natural gas mayalso be a good option for somefacilities.  here are a few tipsconcerning their use: •smaller capacity units use lessenergy than larger ca
	•Lighting:in areas with sufficientdaylighting, use natural lighting.adjust blinds, if available, toreduce glare.  in rooms wherelower lighting levels do notimpact safety or productivity, usetask lighting (e.g., desk lamp) andturn off overhead lighting.  turnall lights off when not in use.  •Photocopiers:encourageemployees not to use copiersduring peak energy demandperiods.  ensure that the power
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	saver switch on copiers isenabled (as available).  encouragestaff to make copies in batchesto reduce the amount of time acopier is in high power mode.  •Fans: Keep blinds, drapes, orshades closed during the day.use fans instead of airconditioners; if you must use an air conditioner, do not turn it below 74 degrees fahrenheit(23°c).  turn fans and airconditioners off when notoperational.  
	•Computers and printers:turn offcomputer monitors and printerswhen not in use.  activate the“sleep” and “hibernate” featureson computers so the machineuses less power when notoperational  •Other appliances and equipment:instruct staff to turn off radios,medical equipment, and otherdevices when they are not in use.  
	RewaRDing gooD eneRgy management pRacticeS anD penalizing baD
	Putting incentive programs in place can be an effective way to improve staff participation in energy management at your facility.although incentive programs need to be tailored to the specific needs and constraints of each facility, they should ideally share thefollowing characteristics:•incentive programs should be carefully developed and thoroughly evaluated before they are launched.  Backtracking or changing the rules of an incentive scheme after it starts can negatively affect staff morale and participa
	aiR conDitioningalthough air conditioning is oftenrequired for sensitive laboratoryequipment, minimizing its use is critical.reducing the space that needs to beair conditioned by establishing specialdedicated cool rooms in the lab, andutilizing efficient air conditioners aretwo viable options.  Typically, airconditioners are not a good match withoff-grid solar systems, due to their highpower requirements and not being ofthe highest priority in rural health clinicapplications (as compared to otherelectrical 
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	•Use visible reminders: Post flyersand signs with energy messagesaround the clinic; decorative andinformative flyers can instructand remind staff about how tosave and monitor power.  Automating Energy Use using lights and equipment whenthey are not needed can wastesignificant energy in health facilities.the most cost-effective way toprevent needless power use is foryour staff to be aware of the needto conserve energy and make thisgoal a regular part of their dailywork routine.  When this is notsufficient, h
	•install master disconnectswitches to turn off all power to the room during the night.this is especially important forrooms that see high energy useduring the day, such as computerrooms and labs.Addressing “Phantom Loads” a phantom load is the power that isconsumed by electronic appliancesor equipment even while they areturned “off” or in standby or “sleep”mode.  equipment that typicallygenerates these phantom loadsincludes computers, printers, airconditioning systems, applianceswith remote controls, and de
	•request or purchase devices that offer a real “off” switch, or have low standby powerrequirements.  a list ofrecommended and “bestavailable” standby power levelsfor a wide range of electricaldevices can be downloaded at www.eere.energy.gov.
	Step 5 taSkS: Specify activities toimprove your facility’senergy use throughmonitoring, efficientappliances, and staffbehavior.
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	CONCLUSION
	as the manager of a healthfacility located in a rural or“off-grid” area, you are oftenforced to generate your ownelectricity to supply power forlighting, critical medical equipment,refrigeration, office andcommunication functions, and staffquarters.  even if your facility is in anurban area, you may lack access toreliable grid-supplied electricity, andtherefore depend on back-upsystems to meet your energy needs.  
	Figure
	children in ngarama, Rwanda, are impressed by the improved electricalservice to their local district hospital.  Photo:Walt ratterman, sunePi
	regardless of the energy source—diesel generators, solar panels, windpower, etc.—the cost of electricitycreated by these systems can behigh, and its availability limited.  evenso, having reliable electricity greatlyimproves the range and quality ofcritical health services that can beprovided to the community at large.  as the facility manager, it is yourresponsibility to manage energyconsumption carefully in order tominimize capital and operatingexpenses while meeting powerdemands for health care delivery.f
	and broader stakeholders in energy-related discussions and decision-making.  these activities will put yourenergy team in control of its ownsuccess and destiny, ensuring thatelectricity for vital clinic operations isalways available when needed bypatients or facility staff.  in fulfillingthese duties, and appreciating thevalue of your energy system, youcan prevent energy system misuseand failure.  energy should be considered in allaspects of clinic operations, frompowering medical devices, toproviding indoo
	liquids.  the availability of electricityhelps to sterilize equipment andcontributes to attracting andmaintaining health care workers inrural areas.  this document has laid out astepwise approach for facilitymanagers and staff to understandthe principles of energy supply,consumption, and use.  use it as aguide on how to implement energymanagement practices andprocedures in your facility, identifystaff roles and responsibilities, anddescribe the importance of energy-efficient practices and equipment.and why?
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	Notes
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	GLOSSARY
	ac– alternating current, where anelectric current periodically reversesdirection in a circuit – and is thetype of electrical power availablefrom a wall socket.amp – a basic unit that measuresthe electrical current in a circuit.multiplying “amps” times “volts”derives "watts," the totalmeasurement of power.battery– a device that storesenergy and makes it available in anelectrical form.cFl– compact fluorescent lightingcritical load– the minimumamount of energy that must alwaysbe available to power essentialequ
	energy – the ability of a physicalsystem to do work.  energy conservation– theprotection and careful managementof the environment and of limitednatural resources, such as fossil fuels(see definition below).  energy efficiency – using lessenergy to provide the same level ofenergy service.  energy management– usingenergy in the most efficient waypossible to complete daily taskswhile planning for future potentialuses of energy.  Fossil fuels– non-renewable fuelsderived from undergroundhydrocarbon sources such 
	generation, such as a combinationof a generator and a photovoltaicsystem.inverter– a device that convertsdirect current (dc) electricity toalternating current (ac) electricity.  kilovolt ampere(kva)– ameasure of power, most commonlyused for generators.  (1 kVa =approx.  0.8 kW)kilowatt(kw)– 1,000 watts.  ameasure of power used to describethe electricity-generating capacity orsize of an electric generation system.(1 kW = approx 1.25 kVa)kilowatt hour(kwh)– a unit ofenergy representing the quantity ofwork per
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	lifetime– the length of time apiece of equipment or system isexpected to operate before failuredue to age.  Photovoltaic and windequipment lifetimes are typicallyexpressed in years; engines in hoursof operation; and batteries innumber of charge-discharge cycles.operating cost– the day-to-dayexpense of using and maintainingproperty, including fuel, labor, andspare parts.  phantom loads– electric powerconsumed by electronic applianceswhile they are switched off or in astandby or “sleep” mode.  photovoltaic (p
	thermal power– Power used forheating or cooling.  uninterruptible power supply(upS) – equipment insertedbetween the normal power supplyand the load that has sufficientbattery capacity to allow the load tooperate for a specific amount oftime after the normal power supplydisconnects.  this time is used toeither power up a generator or toshut down equipment if thegenerator is no longer available.  voltage– the rate at which energyis drawn from a source thatproduces a flow of electricity in acircuit; expressed 
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	APPENDIX AEnergy Consumption Estimates for Commonly Used Health Facility Equipment
	a 
	a 
	a 
	b 
	c=axb 
	D 
	e=cxD 
	F=e/1000 
	Device priority**

	(a) cuRRent eneRgy-conSuming DeviceS 
	(a) cuRRent eneRgy-conSuming DeviceS 
	quantity
	power(watts) *
	total watts 
	hours used per day 
	watt hoursper day 
	kwh/day 

	Blood bank refrigerator 
	Blood bank refrigerator 
	70

	Blood chemistry analyzer 
	Blood chemistry analyzer 
	50 

	Centrifuge 
	Centrifuge 
	575

	CFL bulbs, clinic (indoor lights) 
	CFL bulbs, clinic (indoor lights) 
	18

	CFL bulbs, staff quarters (indoor lights) 
	CFL bulbs, staff quarters (indoor lights) 
	18 

	CFL bulbs (outdoor lights) 
	CFL bulbs (outdoor lights) 
	26 

	Clothes iron 
	Clothes iron 
	1,000 

	Computer monitor (CRT) 
	Computer monitor (CRT) 
	65–120 

	Desktop computer  
	Desktop computer  
	150 

	Examination lamp (CFL) 
	Examination lamp (CFL) 
	18 

	Hematology mixer 
	Hematology mixer 
	28

	Incubator 
	Incubator 
	400

	Laptop computer 
	Laptop computer 
	20–80 

	Microscope 
	Microscope 
	30

	Operating table lights 
	Operating table lights 
	45 

	Phone charger 
	Phone charger 
	10-20 

	Radio
	Radio
	60 

	Small refrigerator (non-medical use) 
	Small refrigerator (non-medical use) 
	300 

	Sterilizer oven (lab autoclave) 
	Sterilizer oven (lab autoclave) 
	1,564 

	Vaccine refrigerator/freezer 
	Vaccine refrigerator/freezer 
	60 

	(a) Total Current Load
	(a) Total Current Load

	(b) FutuRe eneRgy DeviceS
	(b) FutuRe eneRgy DeviceS

	(b) Total Future Load
	(b) Total Future Load
	(c) Total Current/Future  Load


	*CONVERTING FROM AMPS TO WATTS:if the label only gives the number of amps and not the number of watts, multiply the number of amps bythe number of volts to get the number of watts.  many countries use 240 volts, though much of latin america and the caribbean use120 volts.if a device is powered by a transformer (usually enclosed in a black plastic box that plugs into the electrical outlet), then the transformer hasconverted the electricity from ac to dc, so you need to multiply by the dc voltage, not the ac 
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	APPENDIX BRefrigeration Options
	for off-grid health facilities, electricvaccine refrigerators are typically the largest electricity user, oftenconsuming well over half of thefacility’s electricity.  health facilitiesrequire refrigeration for vaccine,blood, and drug storage, and may alsouse refrigeration to store food andbeverages for staff and patients.  somemedical storage specifications requirefreezing temperatures, while vaccinerefrigeration must avoid freezing.  for this reason, special care must be given to choosing a properlysized r
	as shown in the table.  somerefrigerators are designed forintermittent electricity supply andmaintain storage temperatures usingan ice lining.  some designs canmaintain storage temperatures forup to five days.  refrigeratorstypically have a 10-year lifetimewhen properly operated andmaintained.  a refrigerator’s usefullife depends on climate, powerquality, and operating procedures.the World health organization(Who) provides good resourcesfor choosing and maintainingrefrigerators for medical use.  a listof Wh
	make sure to select a model with a “maximum rated ambienttemperature” that is able to handlethe temperature and humidity ofyour local environment.  for moreinformation and costs, refer to thereferences and resources section at the end of this manual.  one of the most importantoperational variables forrefrigerators and energy use is thenumber of times they are openedand closed each day.  user behavior,thus, can greatly affect efficiency and operation.  Battery maintenancefor solar vaccine refrigerators is al
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	table b-1common meDical ReFRigeRatoRS
	ReFRigeRatoR type 
	ReFRigeRatoR type 
	ReFRigeRatoR type 
	ReFRigeRatoR type 

	compression 
	compression 
	electrically powered vapor-compression refrigeratorsare the mostcommon type refrigerator in the world; they are also very reliable, durable, andrelatively easy to maintain.  compression refrigerators and freezers require a sourceof electricity to run a compressor, and can be powered either by ac or Dcpower.  ac refrigerators can be operated by grid power or by battery powerthrough an inverter.  dc refrigerators can be powered directly by batteries.compression refrigerators for medical use are heavily insula

	solar 
	solar 
	Solar electric refrigeratorsare a type of compression refrigerator.  they are self-powered units that typically include a top-opening refrigerator with no internal fansor lights; solar panels, and batteries.  solar refrigerators require careful study of therefrigeration requirement, number of sunlight hours, and a specification of thenumber of days of storage for cloudy periods.  solar refrigerators also require theuse of high-quality batteries and battery charge control equipment, properly sizedelectrical 

	standard domestic 
	standard domestic 
	Domestic refrigeratorsare not as reliable or efficient as medical refrigerators,but are often more easily available and less costly.  they may be of the compressionor absorption type, and are typically front-opening with poorly insulated magneticseals.  Because domestic refrigerators are usually poorly insulated, internaltemperatures can rise quickly during power failures and result in uneventemperature distribution, including cold spots in some parts of the unit.  domesticrefrigerators may be a suitable op

	absorption 
	absorption 
	absorption refrigeratorsrequire a heat source, which is typically either akerosene or propane burner, but can also be supplied by an electric resistive heater.Kerosene refrigerators are more difficult to control than propane refrigerators, andelectric absorption refrigerators are typically less efficient.  absorption refrigeratorshave similar disadvantages to domestic compression refrigerators, and are only asuitable option when fuel is readily available, when the electricity supply isinadequate, and when r

	hybrid 
	hybrid 
	hybrid absorption/compression refrigeratorscan operate on eitherelectricity or gas.  these refrigerators offer the flexibility of operating on whicheverenergy source is available at the lowest cost.  they are a good option for any type of small facility with inconsistent electrical power—provided the facility has access to fuel.
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	for help selecting a dedicated power source to meet the needs of your vaccine refrigerator, see figure B-1, whichcontains information from Polar Power, inc.  and a study conducted by the ministry of health indonesia and theProgram for appropriate technology in health (Path).
	Figure b-1  cRiteRia FoR vaccine ReFRigeRatoR eneRgy SouRce Selection
	STARTIS GRID ELECTRICITY AVAILABLE?IS THE SUPPLYRELIABLE ENOUGHTO MEET YOUR NEEDS?USE AN ACELECTRICREFRIGERATORIS KEROSENE ORPROPANEAVAILABLE?IS THE QUALITYHIGH (NOCONTAMINANTS)IS THE SUPPLYRELIABLE ENOUGHTO MEET YOURNEEDS?IS THE DELIVEREDPRICE REASONABLE?USE PHOTOVOLTAICPOWEREDREFRIGERATORSUSE KEROSENE ORPROPANEREFRIGERATORSYESYESYESYESYESNONONONOYES
	SOURCE: "Solar Powered Refrigerators - Summary Sheet." Polar Power Inc.
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	APPENDIX CSample Energy Consumption Log
	the blank energy consumption log should be placed by all appliances that use energy so you and your staff can trackenergy use.  either you or an appointed member of your staff should collect these once a week to reconcile theamount of energy actually used to what you planned to use and adjust accordingly (for example, if the microscope isused 4 more hours a day than planned, make sure there is enough power—either through cutting back on usage, orby not using some other equipment).
	equipment:  
	wattage:      
	week:          
	Day and Date
	time Started
	time Finished
	name of Staff
	total time
	TOTAL
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	APPENDIX DOperation and Maintenance Tasks for a Solar Battery System 
	almost all energy systems that arenot completely grid connected,including those that are connectedto an unreliable grid, are based onbatteries and other electricalequipment with limited lifetimes.Batteries have quite a variable lifeexpectancy, and are expensive.  they can last over five years, but can also last only six months ifimproperly maintained.  Part of the responsibilities of your energymanagement team is to assure that the batteries are maintainedcorrectly, to extend their lifetime aslong as possib
	re-charged as soon as possible.  theuse of an engine in the case of ahybrid system is one way to get thebattery back to a charged position.a large group or bank of batteriesshould be equalized so that allbatteries reach full charge every few months.  this uses more waterbut is important to prevent weakcells from developing.  cleaning batteries: Batteries must bekept clean and free from corrosionon the terminals.  cleaning terminalsand adding distilled water tobatteries  is dangerous and requireseye protecti
	distilling is critical as rural watercontains minerals that can destroythe battery’s chemical propertiesand reduce its ability to exchangeelectrons and store energy.  inspecting the system: it is importantto inspect the system on ascheduled basis to ensure that thesystem is functioning properly andall parts are clean.  as the facilitymanager, it is your job to either doall the tasks below or to assign oneof your energy management teammembers to complete them.weekly maintenanceinspection: 1.measure battery v
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	monthly maintenanceinspection: 1.check water volumes in floodedbatteries.  2.inspect battery connectors—they should be free of corrosionand not loose.  3.ensure that system is performingin its capacity.  4.trace battery voltage for thefour weeks.  5.in large battery banks, equalizethe battery array by charging allbatteries to achieve equalvoltages.6.for solar panels: check forshading from growing trees ornew buildings—solar panels will
	not work properly in the shade.trees may need to be trimmed;in the case of a new and largerbuilding, the solar panel may berelocated.annual inspection: 1.conduct monthly inspection asabove.  2.check connectors on alternatingcurrents.  3.conduct current testing todetermine amps flowing frommodules to batteries and ampsflowing to inverter under aconstant load.  4.test battery capacity withhydrometer or by load testing.  
	the sample inspection form below should be used on a weekly basis to log the systemperformance.  your clinic’s energytechnician should be the one incharge of checking the system andshould work with you to track thesystem operation over time.  youshould keep these forms and showthem to an engineer or the systeminstaller when they come to do anyroutine checks to make sureeverything is functioning correctly.
	Sample inspection Form 
	MONTH:
	week 1 
	week 1 
	week 1 
	week 2 
	week 3 
	week 4 

	Date 
	Date 

	Time 
	Time 

	Weather 
	Weather 

	Ambient temperature 
	Ambient temperature 

	Battery voltage 
	Battery voltage 

	Charging voltage 
	Charging voltage 

	Delivered energykW/hrs AC 
	Delivered energykW/hrs AC 

	Delivered energykW/hrs DC 
	Delivered energykW/hrs DC 

	Module condition 
	Module condition 

	Battery condition 
	Battery condition 

	Battery temperature 
	Battery temperature 
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	APPENDIX EOperation and Maintenance Tasks for a Generator System
	Note:If your facility is using a generatorsystem with battery back-up or a hybridsolar/generator system, please use thechecklists and forms below in addition tothose found in Appendix D.  for electricity generation, by far themost common system for remotelocations is a diesel engine-generator system.  although theinitial installation cost for dieselgenerator systems may be attractive,facility operators must deal with fueltransportation, on-site fuel storageissues, noise and pollution fromelectric power gene
	basic System operation: diesel engines run most efficiently at maximum power.  during periodsof low electric demand, enginesconsume more fuel per unit ofelectrical output and experienceadditional wear and tear on theengine.  in some cases, using multiplesmaller engine-generator setsinstead of a single large one mayimprove efficiency and reducemaintenance requirements.inspecting the System:it is important to inspect the systemon a scheduled basis to ensure thatthe system is functioning properlyand all parts 
	much back up fuel you have in stock.  periodic/as-neededmaintenance inspection (see manufacturer’srecommendations): 1.change oil and oil filter.2.routine service by a qualifiedmechanic: check and tightenbolts, replace fuel filter.3.conduct minor and majoroverhauls at regular intervals.4.manage hazardous materialsstorage: diesel fuel, motor oil, and used motor oil disposal.the sample inspection form below should be used on a daily basis to log the systemperformance.  your clinic’s energytechnician should be 
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	Sample Daily inspection Form 
	WEEK:
	monday 
	monday 
	monday 
	tuesday
	wednesday
	thursday
	Friday
	Saturday
	Sunday

	Date 
	Date 

	Time 
	Time 

	Weather 
	Weather 

	Ambient temperature 
	Ambient temperature 

	Gallons of fuel consumed
	Gallons of fuel consumed

	Hours run
	Hours run

	Gallons of fuel in stock
	Gallons of fuel in stock
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	Additional information on energy applications for health facilities may be found at www.poweringhealth.orgFor information and resources on other USAID/Energy Team activities, see the team’s website athttp://www.usaid.gov/our_work/economic_growth_and_trade/energy
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